Europe's finest...now reduced in price!

The Lightweighth

Only 6 lbs. 6 oz. ... and a beautiful "heavy gun" performer. The Lightweighth is responsive ... accurate ... fast handling even after hours of big game hunting. Calibers: .270, .30-06, .308, .243, 7mm. Now $139.95. See this and other Husqvarna rifles at your dealers.

The constantly increasing worldwide popularity and demand for the Husqvarna Lightweighth has placed it in the enviable position of being the largest selling bolt-action high-powered lightweight rifle in the world. Husqvarna rifles have always required higher prices than those of competing guns because they are unquestionably the finest among bolt-action rifles. Due to the great worldwide increase in sales, the Husqvarna factory has achieved greater economy in production without sacrifice of quality, resulting in new low prices for all popular models.

Write for free catalog of the complete Tradewinds line for '59.

Tradewinds, Inc.
P.O. Box 1191, Tacoma 1, Washington
Proof of BROWNING Quality is in the Shooting

The one characteristic, above all others, that Browning builds into a gun is quality — and to its makers, quality means more than meets the eye.

For quality goes well beneath the polished, durable finish, and the matchless hand checkering and engraving that identifies every Browning.

Nor does it stop with fine, toughened steels, choice walnut, and precision hand-fitting of all working parts.

Browning quality must prove itself in smooth, sure function, in lasting strength and in design, for ease of handling and superb performance — for a lifetime.

Shoot your Browning under every condition, as often as you wish. You'll find the proof in its shooting.

BROWNING

Shoots 5 shots of all commercial loads with dependable, non-fouling action — adapted to 3 shot capacity in seconds, when required. Unexcelled sighting plane, speed loading and many other exclusive features. Trim and compact with work-horse strength and endurance. Made in 12-16-20 gauge and 3” Magnum 12.

from $129.75
Automatic-5

The double Automatic provides an entirely new kind of shooting pleasure. Has the superb balance of a fine “over-under” shotgun. It points with the speed and timing one experiences in pointing his own finger. Fast and easy loading. Soft cushioned recoil. Made only in 12 gauge, with models as light as 6 pounds.

from $127.75
Double Automatic

This “over-under” leaves nothing to be desired. Fine balance and weight, a single sighting plane, chokes of preference, automatic ejectors, single selective trigger. It’s designed to make you shoot better and offers a lifetime of smooth, dependable performance. 12 or 20 gauge and combination extra barrel sets.

from $280
Superposed

The ideal plinker for every member of your family. Just the right size. Only 4¼ pounds and perfect balance make good shooting easy. Rugged all-steel construction. Accepts scope mounts. Takes down to just 19 inches for convenient packing or storage. Many safety features. .22 Short and Long Rifle models.

from $69.50
.22 Automatic

WRITE for “Guns by Browning” a colorful illustrated booklet containing complete information on all Browning guns and special chapters on shooting.

Browning Arms Co., Dept. 64, St. Louis 3, Mo. U.S.A.

Browning Arms Co. of Canada, Ltd. Dept. 64, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.

SAME PRICES
U. S. OR CANADA

Prices subject to change without notice
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I believe our Founding Fathers had in mind a citizen army such as exists today in Switzerland when they referred to a "well-regulated militia" in the Second Amendment to the Constitution. With the potential for massive destruction in today's nuclear weapons, the original concept of a citizen army may be as meaningful now as it was in 1789. As Winston Churchill stated in World War II, we, too, may be forced to fight from the ditches and the hedgerows. We should guard carefully against being legislated into a similar position. I sometimes think the fear underlying restrictive firearms laws springs from a basic misunderstanding. A gun in itself is no more dangerous than an axe or a hammer; for that matter, an automobile. In the final analysis, it is not the gun which is dangerous. It is the man behind it or the improper use of it.

Without the right to bear arms, a free people would no longer be free.

Even in this day of the atomic bomb and guided missile, I believe the Second Amendment is as important as it ever was, with referred-to "well regulated militia" including all able-bodied male citizens between the ages of 18 and 45. I believe the purpose of the amendment was to guarantee to the people the right, under adequate control, to own arms. Reasonable regulations for the purposes of safety, preventing or reducing crime, and preventing game poaching do not constitute an infringement of this right. Total prohibition of arms, either per se or by regulations which would result in prohibition, would constitute an infringement.

This Amendment is still of great significance to America from a defense standpoint, and the need for a citizenry able to use firearms in defense of their home and country is still as necessary as ever. The individual rifleman and his use in combat has been altered but in no wise diminished by nuclear and missile warfare. Certainly, the time for training persons in the various military arts and sciences in the event of war will be diminished to virtually nothing, and defense of the country may devolve down to what will be nothing more or less than guerrilla warfare by individual citizens.

We have witnessed this Amendment eroded away by a long series of anti-gun laws in various states, which were upheld by a Judiciary unaware of the real significance and need for individual citizens to be skilled in the use of firearms. The duty of the citizen, sportsman, hunter, target shooter and gun lover is to act vigorously to preserve what is left of his right to possess and own arms and, where possible, to turn back by a vigilant effort continued attacks by do-gooders and others who would impair the right to bear arms. It should be remembered by gun enthusiasts that the attack is constantly going on in State Legislatures, City Councils, in the Congress of the United States and even in the Administrative Agencies, which last year sought to make a tremendously hostile anti-gun regulation the law of the land on a Federal level. Vigilance, and strong, well-directed, cooperative effort by sportsmen, will preserve this right, even though the United States Constitution does provide for the right of citizens to bear arms without infringement.

Thank you for the compliment of your request for a statement and picture. The only photograph I have with a gun was taken during the World War II, alongside an antiaircraft gun, and I do not believe that would meet your requirements. I do believe very strongly in the right of the people to keep and bear arms, and I come from a part of the country in which most families have a shotgun or rifle in the home. I would strongly resist any attempt to deprive our people of this constitutional right, and believe that it is one of the basic rights of American citizenship that should be preserved at all cost. There is also some significance in the fact that in most countries under totalitarian rule, this right of the people has been severely limited or taken away. Any step toward depriving our people of the right would very probably be a step toward totalitarianism and should be resisted at all levels of government.
THE COVER

Some say men hunt to satisfy an atavistic urge to kill. Not so. The lure of the hunt is in the hunt - the matching of hunter skills against the alertness, the keen senses, and the cunning of wild things - a challenge that is partly caught, we think, in our Hunting Issue cover picture.
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Match Rifle Accessories
Al Freeland, 3737 14th Ave., Rock Island, Ill., has a new catalogue of shooting accessories for the match riflemen, offering everything from scope stands, slings, arm cuffs, sights, etc., to the fine B.S.A. Match small bore and free rifles. Special match stocks, palm rests, adjustable butt plates, shooting milits, in fact everything from the paper targets to cleaning equipment and patches is included in his catalogue. A match shooter of many years standing, he is a fine man to do business with and thoroughly understands the shooter's problems and needs.

Smith & Wesson K-22 WRF Magnum
We have now thoroughly tested the new K-22 Smith & Wesson for the new Winchester .22 Rim Fire Magnum. This gun has the 6" barrel and is fitted with their special ramp red-insert front sight and a white-outlined rear sight—what I wanted for a small game gun.

It was a distinct pleasure to sight this gun in after working with some with fixed sights. Only a couple of clicks on the windage screw and two on the elevation screw were necessary to sight it perfectly for 15 yards. From the start it proved very accurate, so Smith & Wesson's change to one turn in ten inches for twist of rifling for the new cartridge seems well founded. Trigger pull was around 3¼ pounds and clean. The little gun grouped consistently in one tagged hole at 15 yards when I did my part. Just right for taking the heads off cottontails, grouse, or squirrel.

Next, I was very agreeably surprised to find that the new gun grouped the old .22 WRF cartridge in the same hole at 15 yards as much hotter .22 WRF Magnum. With the new round costing $2.50 per box of 50, many will want a cheaper and lighter load for some shooting, and for these the .22 WRF is the answer, in this gun at least. While one can expect some fouling at the front end of chamber from the much shorter .22 WRF loads, this can be easily removed with a brass brush and some Hoppes No. 9 or Bore-Kleen Solvent. If Bore-Kleen is used in sixguns, they seem to foul and lead less and less all the time, as it seems to impregnate the steel.

The old .22 WRF has been a favorite with shooters all over the West as long as I can remember as a small game cartridge, and it seems to shoot just as small groups in this S&W sixgun as does the longer and much hotter .22 RF Magnum. It is inside-lubricated and can be carried in the pocket loose the same as the .22 Magnum without picking up dirt and grit. It will have much less punch, of course, but will also give a great deal longer barrel life. The .22 WRF loads retail here at $1.75 per box, so they effect quite a saving.

I next shot the little gun out to long range on old car bodies, and was surprised how well it carried up, being so much flatter than any other .22 rim fire I have ever used. Next, I flew over to the Selway Lodge with Ervin Malnarich and we gave it a practical accuracy test from his back porch. We used a string of beer cans at a measured 125 yards as targets. With this S&W K-model sighted for 15 yards, I still had to hold exactly six o'clock on the cans at 125 yards from a seated, two-hand backrest position, gun held over the knees or between the knees. When we did our part, the new gun and load nailed a can every shot. We each hit three straight before missing through faulty hold or let off. A beer can at 125 yards over the big one-eighth-inch wide front sight looks mighty small, but center it and the little gun and load will hit it.

Heles in the beer cans from the .22 WRF Magnum left no doubt in our minds that the new cartridge packs considerable punch and should prove a great deal better small game load than any of our old .22 rim fires. I have often seen jack rabbits and big blue and sage grouse take two or three hollow point .22 LR slugs before going down, but the new load should kill them cleanly with one shot. I believe the new cartridge will prove all that is desired for a small game load, and our game shooting this fall will tell the tale.

For anyone aspiring to learn long range sixgun shooting, I cannot think of a better gun and load with which to practice this sport. All that is needed is a suitable long range target with a safe background. The load is very flat and very accurate, and will offer very cheap long range practice in comparison with our big center fire sixgun calibers. Time of flight is much less than the .22 LR and it throws up much more dust, making it easier to locate hits and walk them onto the target at long range. I believe the new .22 WRF Magnum will also make a very fine target cartridge for serious match target shooting. It is wonderfully accurate.

For anyone wanting a top-flight revolver for small game and target or long range shooting, I can without reservation recommend the new Smith & Wesson K-model for the .22 WRF Magnum cartridge. Extraction of six cartridges simultaneously is harder than a Model K in the .22 LR cartridge, showing conclusively that pressures are higher in spite of claims to the contrary; but one bump with the palm of the hand will knock all six empties from the gun. Formerly, I considered the .22 LR revolvers and auto pistols useful only as target and practice (Continued on page 56)
Hunt all game with ONE scope
BALvar 8...
continuously variable 2½x to 8x

BIG GAME OR VARMINT... open country, brush, mountainous terrain... hunt what you want, where you want, when you want with the fabulous BALvar 8. Here's the only multipurpose scope sight of its kind... the one scope you can use for all hunting.

INSTANTANEOUS CHOICE OF POWER—Turn of ring provides exact power you need from 2½x to 8x. No limiting click stops, BALvar 8 is continuously variable with no change in focus, eye distance or point of impact.

NO CHANGE IN RETICLE SIZE WITH CHANGE OF POWER—Patented B&L Tapered Cross-Hair Reticle, ¼ minute at center, appears sharp, fine at any power.

YOUR EYE IMMEDIATELY ON TARGET—“Wedge-shape” crosshairs help you instantly center sight on target.

WIDE FIELD—40' at 100 yards at 2½x setting. An excellent field of view for scanning or tracking moving target... “close in” with desired power and shoot with accuracy.

USE ON ANY RIFLE—One scope is all you need for all your hunting rifles... changes from one to another in seconds, locks in perfect zero every time, ready to shoot.

STURDY CONSTRUCTION—No delicate internal parts to jar loose; adjustments are made in the mount. Will not knock out of zero. Guaranteed permanently fog proof.

ECONOMICAL—One investment at less cost than any combination of two hunting sights... fills the need for several scopes. $99.50, or just 10% down on Time Payment Plan.

FREE! “FACTS ABOUT TELESCOPIC SIGHTS”—Be an expert on telescopic sights. Send for this most authoritative, 96-page manual containing valuable information about scopes and scope shooting. Write to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester 2, N. Y.
THE ONLY GUN BOOK IN ALL THE WORLD WITH EXCLUSIVE NEW ARTICLES BY LEADING GUN AND SHOOTING AUTHORITIES!

- WAR SURPLUS WEAPONS, by Bob Brenner; and by Bob Wallack. A pro and con survey on this highly controversial subject.
- THE CONFEDERATE ARMORY OF COOK & BROTHER, by C. J. Brockman, Jr.
- EVERYBODY'S TARGET, by Frank Stout. Strictly on woodchucks.
- AMERICAN SMOKELESS POWDER CARTRIDGES, by Charles H. Yust.
- ARE SHOOTERS REGIMENTED? by H. M. Stebbins. Really controversial!
- IDEAL MILITARY RIFLE, by Jac Weller. Latest on military designs.
- CASTING PRECISION BULLETS, by Kent Bellah. For true accuracy!
- DOVE SHOOTING, by Nash Buckingham. Leading authority tells all.
- ULTIMATE DEER RIFLE, by E. Waters. A "must" for all deer hunters.
- SHOTGUN SEMINAR, by Col. G. Busbey. You'll learn a lot!
- PROOF IN MODERN FRANCE, by A. Baron Engelhardt. Chapter VIII.
- SIXGUN MISCELLANY, by Elmer Keith. Revolver dope of great value.
- MINIATURE GUNS, by F. Thacker & James M. Triggs.
- COUNTER CHRONOGRAPH, by E. M. Yard. Inexpensive velocity check!
- SPECIAL SMOOTHBORE STOCK? by J. Maynard. Is it really necessary?
- BRITISH METALLIC CARTRIDGES, by K. L. Waters. All current types!
- KODIAK BEAR, by Col. C. Askins. 4,000 miles, $2,000 and I shot!
- YOUNG HUNTERS ALIVE, a picture review of N. Y. safety teaching.
- CHARGES ARE THE BUNK, by W. Page. True low-down on charges.
- NAT'L EDUCATORS SANCTION SHOOTING, by Dick Miller. School info.
- ONE BOY'S GUN, by Wm. R. Barbour. Nostalgic yearning for his first rifle.
- TEXAS BRAG GOOSE HUNT, by Erwin Bauer. Our second largest state still has fabulous wildfowl shooting.
- WORLD'S HANDIEST GUN, by Frank de Haas. All about the Savage 22-410.
- TOO MANY CRIPPLES? by Bob Hagel. Lost and wounded game has become a scandal—don't be a contributor.
- HANDGUNS FOR HUNTING, by Don Haas. All about the Savage 22-410.
- TOUGHLIST, by Bob Hagel. Lost and wounded game has become a scandal—don't be a contributor.
- POWER FOR ENGRAVERS, by John Murphy. New machine engraving aid permits utmost delicacy of control.
- CUT RATE YARMINSTER, by Max Stirman. Making a custom rifle of low cost.

PLUS all of the valuable features shown at left!

YOU MUST AGREE THAT THIS IS THE WORLD'S GREATEST and MOST COMPLETE GUN BOOK... OR YOU GET

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK!

PLUS all of the valuable features shown at left!
WITH FIRST 100,000 COPIES OF 1960 EDITION

FREE!

WITH FIRST 100,000 COPIES OF 1960 EDITION

NO INCREASE IN PRICE!
Still Only $2.95

11 EXPLODED VIEWS!

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

At your port. or mail to:

GUN DIGEST

COMPANY

Dept. GA-11

4540 W. Madison St.

Chicago 24, Illinois

Canada:

PETERBROOK GUN LTD.

PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO

SAVE! Enclose payment with this coupon and we will pay postage and handling charges. Same double your money back guarantee!

324 GIANT PAGES

Thousands of Illustrations

Get Your Copy NOW!

This coupon assures you a FIRST-EDITION COPY OF THE 1960 GUN DIGEST PLUS FREE FOLDER OF 11 EXPLODED GUNS!

Immensely valuable and interesting information on 11 great guns that you've heard of all your life! Each detailed exploded view shows the complete take-down of the gun—right down to the tiniest screw or spring! Isometric drawing technique puts each part in proper relation and proportion to all other parts. Results is a working diagram which practically takes the gun apart and puts it back together before your very eyes! This FREE separate folder supplied ONLY with first 100,000 copies of this new Edition! To be sure of yours—go to your local dealer soon, or mail the Coupon at right!

No Other Book LIKE GUN DIGEST!

Let's face facts! The record PROVES that no other gun book ever printed can approach GUN DIGEST—for absolute completeness, for lasting value, for authenticity, for interest to every collector or shooter of any type of gun! Biggest seller (way over 2,000,000!)—biggest value (only $2.95)—and you get more than ever in this ALL NEW 1960 Edition! Don't delay—and be sure of getting your FREE folder of Exploded Guns! Go to your local dealer, or mail the Coupon right NOW!
reloading is
100% SAFE
for anyone with the new
SUPER SPEEDER 400

Foolproof reloading means safe reloading . . . even for amateurs. Safety is of prime concern to everyone . . . including the experts. That's why the M.E.C. Super Speeder 400 was designed with so many built-in safety features. In fact, these very same features make the 400 so easy-to-use, and also make it possible to reload faster and more accurately without the danger of any mishap.

FOR INSTANCE:

OPEN BASE — Prevents any possibility of accidental detonation because primer never touches trigger. Ejecting operation takes place. Bracket separates finished shell from fired primers.

HARDENED CHARGING BAR — Non-reversible hardened charging bar eliminates any chance of error . . . will handle the most abrasive powders with ease. Charging assembly has neoprene seals to prevent powder leakage, shoring of shot or jamming.

FLIP-TYPE MOUNT — Mounting assembly permits easy charging or changing of load without dangerous spilling of powder or shot. Cartridge can be assembled, test-fired and ready-to-use. Ask to try one at your dealer's or write

mec
MAYVILLE ENGINEERING CO, INC
MAYVILLE, WISCONSIN

Disgusting?
The cover of your Sept. '59 issue is disgusting. I am talking about that long side-burned jerk making like Wild Bill Hickup. These fast draw morons are shooting themselves and others persons, and if we gun lovers don't put a stop to it we are going to have our guns taken away from us.

Why not boot all that tripe out of your excellent magazine and help me keep my collection of firearms?

L. B. Shirley
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Dear Mr. Shirley: Years ago, I received a letter very much like yours, about a hunting accident. The writer said, in effect, "For God's sake, let's stop all this. keep guns and shooting solely in the hands of us collectors and target shooters."

Today, something like a quarter of a million people are actively interested in quick draw. Most of them are people who never before participated in a gun sport. Some of them, like notices in any line, have gotten themselves into trouble. But—should we ban a new gun sport that has recruited a quarter of a million new votes against the anti-gun legislation you fear? GUNS believes rather that we should do what we can to guide the new sport into safe channels. And I doubt very much that any single individual is doing more to make quick draw safe than the man pictured on our September cover is doing with his nationwide campaign for quick draw practice and competition with gas-operated pellet guns—without pellets—instead of with loaded firearms. What, unless possibly checkers, could be safer? — Editor.

Who Are They?
A bouquet to you for reprinting (Sept. GUNS) the sensible pro-gun views of the National Peace Officers Association of America: "Law and Order." All straight-thinking general magazines should reprint it!

As Contributing Editor of "Southwestern Law," I'm happy that our own association has the same pro-gun views. Our official magazine regularly prints the pro-gun feelings of Lawman-Editor Elston Brooks, Gun Editor Wayne Weems, and my own. Thousands of our members are intelligent law enforcement officers, solid citizens of excellent character, who share identical views, yet deal with armed criminals in the line of duty. Their feelings on anti-gun legislation would fill a large book.

Anti-gun laws seem to be the brain children of those who would wreck our American way of life, including politicians who should or do know better, and "write for hire" writers who lack ability to write anything except something that appeals to emotional thinkers or those who can't think at all. I can supply you a long, long list of pro-gun quotations by highly respected lawmen, clergymen, judges, senators, doctors, teachers, and other thinking people. Just who are the anti-gun people?

Kent Bellah
Saint Jo, Texas

Congratulations on the piece on page 52 of the September issue of GUNS. This is a fine item from a substantial and respected group of police officers. The thinking of some police officers and officials leaves us with a bad taste; it is refreshing and encouraging to have this group take the stand that it has taken.

It is my opinion that publications that do less than GUNS is doing to help fight the anti-gun laws and the sick misguided people who are the proponents of such laws are morally and ethically bankrupt and do not deserve the support of gun owners. I believe that we should make known to the editors of these publications our disgust and denounce them slanted at removing the objectionable and unreasonable laws and substituting sound and reasonable statutes that give the honest citizen the right to have guns, placing penalties on the people who use guns illegally.

GUNS has done a fine job and I'm sure that it will continue to do so. You have my support without qualifications.

E. C. Prudhomme
Shreveport, La.

Our Club would like to congratulate you on printing the fine letter written by the President of the National Police Officers Association of America. In our area we have from time to time individuals who start "crime prevention" campaigns. It seems that these well meaning people always twist the facts and try to get strong firearms regulations written into law. We feel that a letter of this sort would do much in our fight to control these unnecessary attempts to take away our guns. Therefore we are asking if it is possible for you to send us reprints. We would like to have about 100. If there is a cost please notify me.

About 90% of our 45 members are regular readers of your magazine. We would like to see in future issues a little more on how to improve match scores. (rifle and pistol.)

Donald L. Valentine, Sec.
Foothill Shooting Club
Pasadena, Calif.

As a faithful reader and subscriber, it is with the greatest pleasure that I read in your issue of September the statement by the National Police Officers Association of America, concerning firearm control in the United
States. I deeply appreciate it and wish to thank you on behalf of my organization. This statement will help our cause a great deal. In order for this information to be given all possible circulation, I wonder if it would be possible to secure tear sheets or reprints. I am very anxious that each and every member of our organization, and likewise the general public, have the opportunity to read this article.

Charles R. Gray
Legislative Vice-President
Associated Gun Clubs of Baltimore, Inc.
Baltimore, Maryland

Reprints of this article are being made and we will be glad to furnish them at 25c/10; $10/500; $15/1000. Address George Tsoris, Promotion Dept., this magazine.—Editors.

How's That Again?

To Elmer Keith, Excetra: I see by your picture with the .44 in your hand your paw must measure at least 21 inches from heel to toe. Doubtless you can shoot a .460 with one hand and not feel the recoil a bit. No compensators for you?

When finally, we get a pistol with almost as good a load as the Walker Colt it has no improvement at all, also you spoil the grip, so only the very biggest ape can get his hand around it.

Moreover, while 304 stainless is stronger and can be cast with even the tool marks and threads not needing any further work at all, you won't use it. (Investment casting ain't used on guns.) Why ain't it? It's far cheaper and gives a far, far better product. These is even better grades of stainless, but 304 is cheapest and gives a very much better and stronger product than is now used.

Since it is true not one of you has any thought for us, and if it is possible I have put my curse on all of you. I will not take it off at all.

Charles E. Lockard
San Francisco, Calif.

The Boy who starts with a Sheridan

...STARTS right!

There is no better or safer way for a father to introduce his son to the world of firearms than with a high quality, truly accurate SHERIDAN Pneumatic Rifle. The SHERIDAN shoots accurately and quietly in the basement or with great effect outdoors. It's a real father-and-son rifle... and for only $23.95.

FREE!—our manual tells the story and is yours FREE for the asking.

SHERIDAN PRODUCTS INC.
Dept. 469-L 1239 13th Street, Racine, Wis.

$6.95

THE GUNFIGHTER... newest FITZ GRIP!

Makes your trigger a brand of death accurate! For S&W Chiefs, etc.

FREE!—our manual tells the story and is yours FREE for the asking.

FOXY B-ST by Savage

$104.50 for Model B-ST shown at left;
Model B, above, $94.50.

OUT they burst!

Down they come... when your Fox B-ST comes up fast!

There's double pleasure for you in a Fox double gun. In the field, you're leading with America's most famous double, renowned for fast action and dependability. On your rack, the Fox B-ST marks you as a sportsman of true discrimination. A wealth of custom features including: ventilated rib, gold-plated single trigger, distinctive beavertail fore-end, capped pistol grip and checkering. 12, 16, 20 and .410 gauge in popular barrel lengths and chokes.

For those who prefer the traditional double trigger, ask your sporting arms dealer to show you the Fox B (see insert below).

Write for your free catalog of Savage, Stevens and Fox firearms. Savage Arms, Chicopee Falls 86, Mass. All prices subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.
BACK 'EM UP WITH A WINCHESTER

When a big bunch of ducks comes curving in, cupping up right over the decoys, it's up and at 'em and don't forget to lead. Decoys may fool ducks, but don't you be fooled when it comes time to buy a new shotgun. Be sure the shotgun you buy is a Winchester Model 50 automatic or Model 12 pump, each the finest of its type.

True, you can buy an automatic or pump for less money than you'll pay for a Model 12 or Model 50, but the best costs the least in the long run. Painstaking care and attention to the tiniest detail in design and manufacture make a Winchester worth more when you buy it and contribute to the pride you have when you shoot it and show it.

The quality of a Winchester shows on the surface, but the quality that keeps 'em shooting from one generation to another lies deep inside, where only craftsmanship and superior know-how can put it. Model 12 from $94.95*. Model 50 from $134.45*. Both sold on the Winchester Time Payment Plan.

*Prices subject to change without notice.

When your big moment comes and you stand up to take aim, back your shooting skill with the hardest-hitting, long range shotshells—Winchester Super Speed or Western Super-X. Both have the unique cup wad that seals the power behind the shot—both have the short shot string that puts the pellets in a close, dense pattern. Many loads available in Lubaloy, the copperized shot that increases performance.

All Winchester and Western priming is rust-proof, non-fouling, and non-corrosive.

WINCHESTER WESTERN
### Military Model

- **Trigger Guards**, stripped, standard, not altered...
- **Bolt Stop Spring**...
- **Floor Plates**...
- **Bolts with Collar**, new...
- **Handguards, rear**...
- **Firing Pin**...
- **Hammer**...
- **New Thompson Drum Magazines**, each...
- **Colt .45 Auto. 7-shot clips**, each...
- **M-3 Hammer**...
- **Grease Gun**, Cal. .45, 20-shot magazine...
- **Hi-Standard Model B. Magazines**, Cal. .22, 10-shot. Each $2.00 or 6 magazines for...
- **Bernaelli magazines**, 25 or 32 cal. Each...

### BARGAINS IN MAGAZINES

1. **NEW THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINES**, Each...
2. **BERNADELLI magazines**, 25 or 32 cal. Each...
3. **NEW THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINES**, Each...

### Military Model 1917

- **A.C.P. or AUTO. RIM**...

### Military Model 1917

- **A.C.P. or AUTO. RIM**...

### Beretta 695

- **Hammer**...
- **New Commercial Blue, finished chambered-Carl. 9MM, 4-Gr. Barrels $14.95, Case of 10 Barrels 120.00...**

### Springfield Trap

- **Garand stocks, new complete**, each...
- **Winchester 75-Excellent**, each...
- **Iver Johnson 12 Ga. turned and milled—DOUBLE**, each...

### Springfield Trap

- **Garand Trigger Guard**, Trigger Guards...
- **Springfield Trigger Guard**, Guard, complete...

### Stemple Gunsmiths Specials

- **Iver Johnson 12 Ga. turned and milled—DOUBLE**, each...
- **Garand stocks, new complete...**
- **Reliable, accurate and a "hot" collector's item. Shoots...**

### Stemple Gunsmiths Specials

- **Iver Johnson 12 Ga. turned and milled—DOUBLE**, each...
- **Garand Trigger Guard**, Trigger Guards...
- **Garand Trigger Guard**, Complete...

### Stemple's Fall "Valu-Pak"

- **Springfield Firing Unit As Illustrated—ONLY $14.95**

### N. F. STREBE GUN WORKS

- **5404 Marlboro Pike, Washington 27 D. C.**

---

### Parts for Remington

- **M. 11 and "Sportsman" Auto**

### 12 Ga. Only

- **Poore Ends Mod. 11 or Sportsman for $25.00**
- **Barrels, each...**
- **Breech Bolts, Complete...**
- **Extractors...**
- **Flake Plates...**
- **Trigger Guards...**

### Other Shotgun Parts in Stock

- **Stemple Terms**: No cash with order plus transit expense. Minimum order price must be shipped via Express Discount. A 10% charge will be applied for orders不足 $25.00. 
- **Stemple's Guarantee**: "Your money's worth or your money back!" We ask only that unsatisfactory merchandise be returned within 5 days after receipt.*
II. MODIL

a new copy of an old favorite

COLT’S NAVY SIX SHOOTER blazed the glory trail in the West from right after the Mexican War (it was in fact designed for Texas Ranger Col. J. C. Hays) to the cattle wars of the 1880s. Known as “Model 1851,” Hickok carried an ivory-butt pair and it was the major Yankee pistol in the War. Today, shootahle guns are prized by black powder fans.

CONFEDERATE BRASS FRAME COLT was the C. S. cavalry pistol made at Griswoldville, near Macon, Georgia. Its distinctive round Dragoon barrel plus frame of brass cast from the churchbells of Macon tell of a Southland hard-pressed in arms manufacture. Basically a copy of the Colt Navy, the “Rebel Army Revolver” faced Navy’s in bloody Civil War battles.

THE ‘YANK’

THE ‘REB’

THESE MODERN REPLICAS are precision built of modern materials by modern methods in a plant specially tooled for their production. Designed for the black powder target shooter and the Civil War enthusiast, they are marked in several places with the Company’s name and factory marks. Minor details have been changed to make them better for today’s shooters, such as fitting a wide front sight. All guns complete with nipple wrench and spare set of nipples. EITHER GUN $89.95

Exact copy of original bullet moulds $9.95 each

Navy Arms Company Inc.

8 EAST FORT LEE RD., BOGOTA, N. J., U.S.A.
CABLE ADDRESS: SERARMENNT, BOGOTA, N. J.  DIAMOND 3-2533
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As if a Fabulous Climate, fantastic scenery, and at long last Statehood, were not enough, Hawaii is also a gun man's heaven. Everybody knows about the girls and the flowers and the beaches that lend enchantment to our newest state, but few people, seemingly, know that Hawaii is one of the best-managed game areas in the United States blessèd with quantities of game beyond the average hunter's dreams. On the "Big Island," Hawaii, wild hogs and sheep and goats roam the lava slopes of Mauna Kea and Mauna Loa in such numbers that the hunter is apt to think he has trespassed into a huge refuge... He has—except that there aren't any NO HUNTING signs.

Mark Twain called Hawaii "The loveliest fleet of islands anchored in any ocean." The Big Island, Hawaii proper, is the one from which the group is named. Honolulu is on the island of Oahu. The other major islands are Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, and Maui. The 16 game management and public hunting areas on the islands range in size from the 80,000 acre public hunting ground on Hawaii to the 750 acre public shooting ground on Kauai. Wildfowl seasons extend generally from mid-October to January 1st. Big game can be hunted the year around. Bag limits vary on the individual islands, but usually allow the hunter two each of boar, sheep, and goat per day. For hunting permits, write the Division of Fish and Game at Hilo, Hawaii.

I have hunted Hawaii twice and have talked with many of the local gunners about guns and equipment. Like anywhere else, the choice of guns is largely a matter of individual preference, but one generality does stand out, and that is that you don't need cannon or even super-velocity guns on the islands; almost any gun you carry will get you your limits, and the lighter the better in view of the...
FAMED AS A TOURIST PLAYGROUND, OUR FIFTIETH STATE IS ALSO A HUNTING WONDERLAND, RICH IN GAME RESOURCES

Crouching behind wind-twisted tree, TV’s “Yancy Derringer” picks his Hawaiian big horn sheep trophy.

Horns taken near Kohala Station on Mauna Kea in 1958 have 25 1/4” spread, measure 24 3/8” around the curl, 8 1/2” around base.
Mahoney leans into pack toting game back to camp. Terrain of volcanos is often too rough for horse or wheels, takes footwork to get hunting.

Guide Yamamoto glasses plain and slopes for sheep as Mahoney waits. Light weight rifles are best for Hawaii.

rough going, I saw .257 Roberts, .257 Weatherby Magnum, .243 Winchester, and .244 Remington rifles, plus a lot of Savage Model 99 .250-3000s, and .30 calibers in every size and shape from .30-30 to .30-06 and .300 Magnum. The tiny .22 high-velocity calibers are barred, as are the old timers like the .25-20, .32-20, .38-40, and .44-40; but aside from those, practically anything producing muzzle energy of over 1200 foot pounds is usable. And as for shotguns, any 12, 16, or 20 bore piece will get you any flying game on the islands—California and Japanese quail, lace-necked and barred dove, chukar, pigeons, all in numbers seldom seen elsewhere.

My most recent Hawaiian expedition began when my hunting partner and I boarded a Transocean Airlines Globemaster at Burbank, California. My companion was an old friend—one-time cowboy, former ace Hollywood stuntman turned actor, Jock Mahoney, presently gaining fame as television’s “Yancy Derringer.” Jock and I had been talking for months, ever since my 1958 trip when, in less than three hours, near the great Parker Ranch, another hunter and I bagged four whopping boars, all cleanly tumbled at close range. My shooting piece was, and is, a .300 Savage. My 1958 hunting partner carried another real cracker-jack for Hawaii, a Model 725 Remington, caliber .270, light in weight, convenient, powerful, and rugged as a packmule.

When we checked off the big Transocean bird at the Honolulu airport, a heavy overcast shed a delightfully cool mist on us as Dick Woodworth, Chief of the Hawaii Game Department, and his handsome family greeted us with warm alohas and beautiful leis. I couldn’t help thinking, as we gathered our guns and luggage. “Where else on earth can a hunter find a more charming reception?”

Woodworth gave us the choice of remaining in Honolulu for a spell or catching a soon-departing Aloha Airliner flight for the outer island of Hawaii where arrangements had been made for us to hunt with Slim Holt of Hilo. Since Mahoney and I were both anxious to get into the field, we checked onto the Aloha flight and in a bit over an hour the DC 3 was lowering flaps for a landing at Hilo, Hawaii, “the orchid capital of the world.”

Big Slim Holt, a rugged 6’4” of Hawaiian-French-Tahitian and one of the hunting and game authorities in Hawaii, was on hand to greet us at the airport. I had made arrangements with Slim and his Japanese cohort, Yukichi Yamamoto, to act as our guides, since both men are equipped with four-wheel drive Jeeps and are more at home on the lava slopes of Mauna Kea than in their homes in Hilo. Yama and Slim had the Jeeps packed and ready to go, so after a short stop in town for our hunting licenses and a brief stop to wet our whistles at the lovely Holt home overlooking Hilo, we roared off. (Continued on page 52)
Quick-Draw Sling Positions

Get That Shot Off Fast!

By JAY A. WARD

Left-to-right shoulder carry begins with forearm hand in place on stock. In one continuous move bring hand across body, pulling gun butt off shoulder and down; then continue swing to right shoulder, grasping pistol grip.

Hand holds small like pistol grip, forearm parallel to gun. Then rifle is swung up, caught by left hand near 3 o’clock angle, while right hand is reversed quickly to take hold on small and trigger. Don’t worry about sling; drape it over arm.

Muzzle up carry may be good in snow or mud as stumble will not cause dirt to get into front of gun. Carry leaves hands free to push away brush on hunt.

The rifle sling aids the hunter by freeing arms for balance as he scrambles in brush or up hills. With slung rifle, his muscles remain alert, arms not tired, ready to snap the gun to cheek and fire. Without a sling, the rifle drags on the end of his arm, will tire him early. But a sling must not slow fast action. These two carries let you shoot in a hurry.
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In "thirty caliber repose," Old Bruin looks peaceful with Pennsy woods' hunter's Springfield on shoulder.

BIG BORES
For Black Bear

DON'T UNDERESTIMATE BR'ER BRUIN: HE'S BIG, TOUGH, WELL ARMED, AND UNPREDICTABLE AS TO TEMPER

Rem .244 M760 did job with neck shot, but Dalrymple is skeptical of light calibers for bear.
By BYRON DALRYMPLE

THE BLACK BEAR ranks next to deer as the big game animal taken in greatest numbers over the broadest range by North American hunters. But from the next hundred hunters you meet who either have killed a black bear or wish they might, you will get at least ninety-nine different answers to the question, how tough is the black bear? Though this animal ranges over most of the continent and in places is common enough to be a nuisance, the average big game hunter knows less about the black bear, its habits and its physical characteristics, than any other of his targets. The black bear, which some hunters rate as a "push over" is, pound for pound, one of the toughest critters on earth to put down for keeps.

Why all the confusion? You have to go to the bear for the answer. He is by all odds the most shy, secretive, alert, and evasive big-game animal in our woods. The majority of kills have been made purely and simply by accident, by hunters who stumble onto a bear while hunting other game. Few hunters ever get to learn very thoroughly what this animal as a species is really like. The black is a wacky enigma. While one individual is moving like a silk-furred wraith to keep from being seen, another is standing with his head in a garbage can in some one's backyard, growling at the protesting property owner who stands a few yards away. The key word is, the black bear is an individual.

How much of an individual he is, may be shown by the fact that black bear have been killed by every caliber from .22 rimfire on up to .50-110 Winchester Express and larger. One lady, accompanying her dude husband on a fishing trip, was visited in camp by a black bear. The lady screamed: the bear just stared. Whereupon she quiveringly raised her .22 pistol, left with her by hubby as "protection," and fired. When she opened her eyes, there lay the bear, dead.

This instance might prove the black bear is the easiest critter on earth to kill. But does it actually prove anything? Consider the woodsman who had seen many black bears, always the rear end as they ran away from him. One day a black bear stood its ground, so the man shot the impertinent animal in the head with his .22 rifle. The next thing he knew, he woke up in the hospital and, some weeks after, he was still on the critical list when I visited him. The bear, after mauling the man, ran off.

Bigger calibers may still be in- (Continued on page 44)
Keith's Last Two Shots in Africa

By ELMER KEITH

Elmer points to holes made by his "last two shots in Africa." Bottom was first shot through heart; but bull kept going, was brought down by second .476 WR slug in shoulder.
FACING AN AFRICAN BUFFALO AT FIVE YARDS, KNOWING THAT HE MAY
"FIGHT TO HIS LAST BREATH—OR YOURS" IS A TEST OF NERVE

I FACED my first bull buffalo, African model, very early in my safari. It happened at our first camp, some 65 miles out of Arusha, near Lake Manyara.

Native borders had told us of a big herd of buffalo in a swamp that extends some miles below the lake, and a 15-year-old native boy offered to take us to “m’bogo,” their word for buff. He was a game lad! Mostly naked, and armed only with a long spear, he led us across a hip-deep slough and into high grass and weeds ten feet tall where buffalo certainly were (we could see the fresh green droppings) and where you could blunder into gunbarrel’s-length of one before you saw him. I had my .476 Westley Richards double loaded with 520 grain solids, carried at the ready, and John Lawrence, my White Hunter, carried his vintage .416 Rigby very much at the ready too; but the boy with his spear walked ahead of us and seemed fearless.

The herd had spread out in every direction, and I’m sure there were times when we were surrounded by buffalo. I was glad, in spite of the 110° heat, that there was no air movement to carry our scent, though we made noise enough to raise the dead, slipping and sliding in mud and water from ankle to hip deep. But our noise could have been made by other buffs, whereas our scent would have aroused them.

After a couple of hours of this, when we had worked into the swamp maybe a mile, I told John I did not like our prospects for getting a good buffalo here. The grass and cattails were so high we had no chance of seeing one at over a few feet range, and it seemed to get worse the deeper into the swamp we penetrated. If we did run into the herd or a stray, there would be no chance of selecting a good head, and it would be so close we would probably have to kill a buff we did not want for a trophy. John was of the same opinion, so we told our little guide to head back out. He did so for a short distance, then turned back into the swamp, determined, I suppose, to get his piece of buffalo meat whether we wanted it or not. But John and I were old hunters and soon saw what he was doing. John gave him a cussing in the best Swahili, and the boy turned back to a true course.

We were within 200 yards of the edge of the swamp when we jumped a buffalo bull that was lying down in the water. He came up out of the grass just five yards from John Lawrence and seven yards from me, facing us. I could see only his face and one horn, and it looked far too short to suit me, but I held
Dangerous Cape buff draws U.S. hunters. Ned Payne, Elmhurst, Ill., holds .300 W'by Imp. used in Africa.

the .476 right on the end of his nose just the same, figuring that he would charge. I learned something then about John Lawrence.

The buff grunted and shook his great head at us, and John started cussing him. For me, time stood still as I held my breath and kept aim dead center on end of his nose, well knowing one jump would put him on us and that I would have time for but one shot. John Lawrence, as far as I could see, was not worried at all, but I did notice that he had his old .416 trained, just the same. Finally, after what could have been a very short time but which seemed minutes to me, the buff grunted again, swung around, and took off through the greenery. The little native guide, too, had stood his ground with his spear poised, and I developed right there a lot of respect for both natives and White Hunters. I never found cause to change that opinion.

Many white hunters consider the buffalo the most dangerous game in Africa. I believe John Lawrence also holds that opinion, as he had his closest call from a wounded buff. John was hunting with my old friend Colonel R. L. Harrison, when the Colonel gave a buff bull a lung shot. The bull went into heavy bush, and they trailed him. John spotted a buff and was looking at him when his tracker yelled at him to look out behind. John whirled to find the wounded bull in full charge, straight at him. He had barely enough time to raise the rifle and shoot. His 410 grain solid caught the bull under the left eye, killing him instantly. The bull was only five yards away when John fired.

Norman Reed, another of our White Hunters, had a close call on buffalo the day after the Russians sent up their Sputnik containing the dog. He had a couple of clients out, and one of them wounded a buffalo bull in the hind leg. He went into a strip of heavy bush about 20 yards wide and 200 yards long, which afforded a perfect hideout. They gave him a half hour to stiffen up, then sent a tracker up a tree to see if he could locate the buffalo. He couldn’t, so Norman proposed that they have a cup of tea from the thermos bottle and give the bull more time. Then he would go in after him.

Just then, the tracker yelled that the buff was coming. As Norman whirled, the bull was in full charge and only ten yards away. His first shot from his .416 Rigby put a 410 grain solid through the bull’s heart, the bullet entering between shoulder and neck. Throwing the bolt, he put another slug in exactly the same place, and also through the heart. This shot was fired with the muzzle touching the buff.

Then the bull tossed him. Norman told me he went up so high he thought he had joined up with Sputnik and the Russian dog had bit him. Reed is a big man, well over six feet, 200 pounds, and he came down hard and in a daze. He said he shook his head to clear it, looked around, found and grabbed his rifle. One of the clients was running with the buff after him. Throwing another round into the barrel, Norman swung and fired. This shot hit the bull in the neck just back of the skull, penetrating the brain. The mad bull turned a somersault just back of the fleeing hunter.

(Continued on page 50)
"Blind" Means Invisible

When I started writing this article I decided to "slant" it for GUNS Magazine. But GUNS is a photographically illustrated magazine, and this presented a problem. How are you going to furnish pictures of a thing which, as every good wildfowler knows, should be invisible—invisible not just to human eyes but even to the fantastically sharp eyes of high-flying ducks? "Well," said I to me, "give 'em the best pictures you can find and let those who read the article judge the pictures on the basis of what they learn." So I did.

Ducks won't come to blinds that look strange to them, fail to hide men, guns, and gear

By F. A. Dominy

Above, tidal blind is tiny island, oak branch cover. Below, permanent type in feeding swamp.
Rushes shield low punt or scull which wildfowler has poled into marshy edge of lake. Hunter has risen to shoot but would be completely invisible while waiting for ducks to decoy.

You see, this article is about duck blinds, and duck blinds must either be invisible or (if that is impossible) so cleverly camouflaged that ducks will think they ain’t what they are or are what they ain’t. Sometimes, where shooting shelters must be built out in open waters, they can’t be invisible, so they have to be designed to look like little islands, clumps of marsh grass, or something that won’t remind a duck of men and the sticks that go “boom” at unwary wildfowl. This isn’t easy; but then, building a proper blind on shore isn’t necessarily easy, either. It’s just essential, if you want to bag ducks successfully.

To my notion there is nothing more ludicrous than a picture showing a couple of hunters standing in something that might be an upright piano case or a medium sized pig sty, with guns to their shoulders pointing at targets presumably somewhere up in the clouds. In the foreground will also be two or three dozen duck decoys, to assure you that these men are duck hunting; otherwise the untutored viewer will probably mistake them for some sort of anti-aircraft battery just going into action. That such a blind cannot be of any practicable use should be
as obvious as the blind itself. Furthermore, aside from its being entirely too conspicuous, it has another fault: that of being fixed on one particular site. Irrespective of the direction of the wind or the height or flow of the tides, you have no choice but to set out the decoys in the water before it and hope for a lucky day.

In days gone by when unlimited baiting was permitted, this manner of hunting worked out more or less successfully. No matter how blatantly your cover advertised itself or the state of wind or tide, those yellow kernels from some farmer's cornfield were an irresistible drawing card, and many a duck paid for his folly when he forgot all caution in the desire to fill his belly.

But today, with baiting prohibited, the setup has changed and now you should look for ducks and rig your stool where they show an inclination to go. This is "here" today, and very probably "there" tomorrow, and hence the permanent blind has become of but little value, unless you consider comfort of more importance than the filling of your bag. If such is the case, you may erect as elaborate a cover as your needs require, and loll there at ease while envying some other fellow a quarter of a mile or so away who was smart enough to take advantage of the day's flight and in consequence is enjoying good shooting from a temporary but on-the-spot rig.

While it may be as unfortunate for the wildfowl as it is fortunate for the hunter, there is hardly a bit of shoreline that does not provide adequate material with which to construct a blind. With the natural growth of rushes, grass, or low bushes, a pocket knife and possibly a few feet of fairly stout cord may be needed as an aid to this construction; and an upturned nail keg, shell box, or five gallon tin will provide a seat.

In building this blind there are a few things to remember. First, is to keep it as low as possible. Don't pile up something that looks like an overgrown haystack and towers over the surrounding growth. When seated, it should be no higher in back than the top of your head, and low enough in front so that you will (Continued on page 41)
Realistic draw using DA S&W .357 and bulleted ammo against target begins with Jordan standing, finger on McAvoy electric timer release.

FAMOUS BORDER PATROLMAN CHOOSES A DOUBLE ACTION FOR FAST DRAW WHEN CHIPS ARE DOWN

1. Realistic draw using DA S&W .357 and bulleted ammo against target begins with Jordan standing, finger on McAvoy electric timer release.
2. Instant later Jordan has straightened, hand tensed, awaiting go signal.
3. Hand a blur, Texas lawman has used up .10 second.
4. Gun tips forward as Jordan starts drawing and tensing trigger finger.
5. Revolver clears leather; timer now shows .21 second has passed.
6. Circle motion brings gun level; hammer is cocking.
Much foolishness has been written about fast gun work. Tales of old time gunmen have been exaggerated until they are ridiculous. Nor has the modern fast draw been slighted as a subject that makes liars out of honest men. I have heard usually veracious persons announce that they had witnessed my dropping a coin, drawing and hitting it twice before it struck the ground. There is little here that the subject can do except assume a modest expression and keep his mouth shut. If you should point out the impossibility of such a stunt (if your bullet hits the coin, it's gone!) you gain an enemy who will hate you to his dying day. Hitting a coin once only is pretty fast, accurate shooting, but it's just not good enough when someone describes a fast draw, especially the fast draw double action style of aimed shooting.

It is assumed that you are well grounded in the fundamentals of slow fire, single action revolver shooting. If you are not, then going on to fast draw double action shooting is still in the future for you. It is in the nature of post-graduate work for well grounded shooters. So—if you can't shoot consistent tens on a regular target—file this away for future reference until you have mastered those fundamentals. You can't expect to run until you have learned to walk.

The really fast men have been made to appear superhuman; their feats impossible of emulation by the average person. Discouraged by this false standard, very few gun fans make more than a half-hearted attempt to learn to draw. Instead of starting with fundamentals, and gradually conditioning their reflexes to the muscle-memory patterns which must be developed before speed can be attained, they try immediately to make the fastest draw possible. This invariably results in a bruised hand and a chastened spirit, and, mentally comparing his blundering attempts to the mythical perfection of the old gun fighters, one more would-be fast draw artist resigns himself to the impossibility of his attaining such a goal. But the shooter should not stop here—any man with normal reflexes can master fast draw double action shooting. But first he must drastically down-grade his pre-conceived notions of what is humanly possible of accomplishment, lest he lose heart before he starts. There are only two factors upon which the speed of a draw is dependent: the physical make-up of the individual and the economy of motion which can be achieved. We will go into the mechanics, that is, the economy of motion required, later; but first let us take up the item of physical make-up.

All of us do not possess the lightning reflexes and muscular coordination of the champions, but in fast draw
Slimmed guard lets Jordan reach trigger quickly and more safely than with a guard cut away completely in front of trigger.

Official, most practical way to wear belted handgun is in high, tight holster. Jordan prefers butt tilted slightly forward and out from body to aid drawing fast as hand makes circling movement.

Rounded Herrett grip on S&W allows Border Patrolman hard, firm hold for DA fire control.

work, the times involved are so infinitesimal that it is often impossible to see the difference between a record draw and one that took twice as long. The difference is so slight that the average man can develop to the point where the only factor in determining the winner of a gun fight between himself and the fastest gunman who ever lived would probably be simply who started for his gun first. Figure it out for yourself. The mechanical limit for any man to draw and hit a target under realistic conditions, is from two to four tenths of a second. I make this statement with confidence, despite recently reported times less than two tenths in which blanks were fired actuating a timer by concussion. Such records I consider without meaning since no accuracy, no real bullet, was involved. (The history of gun fighting fails to record a single fatality resulting from a quick noise.) Below two tenths, the vanishing point of NO elapsed time is practically reached.

The old timers probably never attained a speed of three tenths second. That figure, and below, is possible only with modern guns and holsters, and then only if the signal to draw originates with the man making the draw; that is, the timing begins when his hand starts to move. If time is started with an external signal, it will take that same man from three tenths to one full second or over to draw, depending on the degree of surprise involved. The average time runs six tenths or more.

Now, suppose you can draw and fire in six tenths of a second—comparatively slow time and well within your capabilities—and he started to draw when he saw your hand move. He'll be behind you by the space of his reaction time. Your shot will hit him before he moves.

If by now your interest and ambition is aroused, let's go into details on how you are going to reach that six-tenths-second speed.

The mechanics involved in getting a hand-gun into action in the fastest possible time are simply that the fewest and shortest movements be used, and that the hand, once in motion, continue that motion without pause until the weapon is lined on the target and the shot is fired. In order for this efficiency to be attained, four points are vital to success:

1. Relax
2. Let shoulder drop back in drawing.
3. Keep body motionless and draw with arm movement only.
4. Use circular, or arcing, motion of hand.

In instructing you to relax, lack of muscular tension is implied. We can't tell you how to be relaxed in the face of a gun fight. That knowledge comes only with experience (assuming survival) and cannot be learned from a book. Here we are dealing only with trying to attain the greatest possible speed, with accuracy, that can be reached under ideal conditions. As a matter of fact, nervous tension seems to act as a spur to the speed of your reflexes, provided muscular tension can be avoided. At least, there should be no conscious stiffening of the (Continued on next page)
arm, hand, or shoulder muscles but, rather, all possible looseness of these parts should be attempted.

The right shoulder should be allowed to drop slightly back in the act of drawing as opposed to the exaggerated forward thrust advocated by some methods of teaching. This is a point which you can easily prove for yourself. If you will slowly draw a gun, using the exaggerated forward thrust of the shoulder, you will find that the weapon cannot be leveled until it is well in front of the body. Dropping the shoulder back instead, allows the gun to be pointed at the target just as it clears the holster, an economy of motion which reduces slightly the overall time.

In this connection, the theory has been advanced by the “shoulder thrust” school, probably in defense of what is obviously otherwise an untenable position, that the first shot should be fired as soon as the gun clears the holster, whether lined up on the target or not. The idea of this being that even if those first shots only plow up the dirt between yourself and your opponent they will discourage him and cause him to miss.

This theory defeats the whole idea of fast draw marksmanship, which, when reduced to its essentials, is simply to place your shot in a vital spot before you are hit by your opponent. Surely nothing could be more disconcerting to the accuracy of an adversary than a .357 Magnum slug applied judiciously in the region of his belt buckle! It will beat kicking dirt in his face every time!

There is an old adage which should be held in mind at all times as you work on the fast draw: “Speed’s fine but accuracy’s fatal!” I do not know who first made that statement, but he was a very sable hombre.

There is too much fancy gun juggling being masqueraded as fast gun work. If you cannot hit your target on the first shot you had best give up the quest for speed until you can—unless, of course, you are interested only in dexterity and not concerned with self defense.

The body should remain motionless and the draw made with the arm only. The rigid claw-like fingers and the gunman’s crouch so often seen on movie and TV screens and described by Western writers, while both menacing and impressive, are not part of an efficient fast draw technique. The crouch may, as some insist, “make you a smaller target;” but this is negative thinking. The crouch slows your shot and therefore handicaps you in your main objective—which is to stop him before he can make you a target.

There are three good reasons for the upright stance: There is no strained, unnatural position of the body to hamper smooth movement of the arm; your intentions are not disclosed by “telegraphing your punch” as they would be by assuming a menacing crouch; and, alter training your hand to a specific task of going instinctively to the same place, the gun will be at that place rather than having to be pursued and caught in movement.

The fourth point is probably the most important. The hand must not pause from the moment it starts moving until the instant the gun is fired. The only means by which this can be accomplished is that the hand moves in a circular motion, “scooping” up the revolver enroute.

(Continued on page 36)
"Women and Children First" has been traditionally associated with abandoning ships at sea, or with major disasters. But if recent events in the shooting sports indicate a pattern for the future, the cry of "women and children first" may come to describe the status quo in clay target shooting. And by women and children first, I mean that the kids and the ladies are first with the best scores, and that we big, strong, sporting, he-men types will be trying to pulverize mere targets than the shavers and the gals.

Bobby Shuley, who admits to all of a baker's dozen years, and who at the advanced age of thirteen is a veteran of four years over the skeet circuit, stood the shooting world on its collective ear by coolly smashing 250 targets, plus another perfect hundred in a shoot-off, to win the world all-gauge skeet championship. Bob picked up the hardware after a shoot-off with James Kelly of Phoenix, Ariz., Charles Ward of Clemens, N.C., and the Baldwin. Michigan, skeet-shooting ace, Kenneth Sedlecky.

And winning the all-gauge title wasn't all for Bobby, who hails from Roselle, Illinois, and attends St. John's military academy in Delavan, Wisconsin. He joined with dad Al Shuley, Joe Bullock, Ed Mabie, and the ebullient Jay Schatz, on the Lincoln Park Gun Club, (Chicago) five-man team which won the all-gauge AA class team toga.

As a sort of warm-up for the big title, Bobby broke 100 straight in the 20-gauge event. He and his dad, a plastics manufacturer, took home the parent-and-child trophy, with a mere world's record of 496x500. This isn't all the Shuleys achieved in the Virginia world championships, over the skeet traps of the Princess Anne Gun Club, at Lynnhaven, but it does very well for a starter.

Now that Bobby Shuley has won the all-gauge title at the age of thirteen, lowering the champion's age by one year, we can only wonder when a Little Leaguer will be a world's shooting champion. Dick Shaugnessy was the previous youngest champion, at the ripe old age of fourteen.

A story lies in the telling of this tale. It surely is true that much of the tremendous appeal of the shooting sports lies in the established fact that championships can be and are won by men, women, and children.

Can you imagine the World Series being won by a team of Little Leaguers?

Over on the disaff side of our "women and children first" narrative, we have Kathleen Fitcheh, the Baltimore lass who dropped only one of the 250 all-bore clays to set a new women's record in this event. And, incidentally, to outscore a passel of classy skeet gunners, whose cup of glory would be more than running over if they might bumble on only one of the 250 skeet targets stretched over three days of shooting. The class of a skeet shooter who scores well during an event which is fired at the rate of one hundred targets for each of two days, then rounded out by a final half-century on the third day, is undeniable. In shooting, it is not uncommon for a gunner to be up for any given day, but the skeet nationals require that the winning shooters be up not for one day, but for three, with all the resultant pressure.

Other Lynnhaven skeet nationals wins at hand are Lee Braun's professional all-gauge and over-all, Barney Hartman's over-all victory, Mrs. Katherine Dinaring's 20 gauge and women's all-around, and fine little shooter, Miner Chlett's junior 28-gauge title.

Turning from sky to trap, a special "full orchid to the great Ralph Jenkins, a fellow Hoosier, on the occasion of his full-page treatment in "Sports Illustrated" for having racked up 200,000 registered single trap targets. The milestone took place at the Southern Zone Trapshoot in Louisville, Kentucky. Ralph's brother, Rock Jenkins, had amassed 186,000 registered targets at the time of his death, and it's typical of Ralph to trapshooters all over the world who know him that he stated he broke that 200,000th target for Rock, since Rock had wanted to reach that golden goal so badly.

By the way, can the reader visualize 200,000 clay targets? As a part of preparing a story on the lives of Ralph and Rock Jenkins a few years ago, I calculated that if all their targets were laid end to end, they would stretch in an unbroken line twenty miles long. That's a lot of clay targets!

Grinding up 200,000 clay birds is an accomplishment which may never be duplicated, and even more glitter is added by Ralph's breaking almost 95% of those targets. Most of us will settle for a 95% average on any multiple of one hundred targets, and try not to think about what our averages might be on such astronomical sums as one or two hundred thousand!

Some similar names popped up in the Central Zone trapshoot at Maywood Gun Club, in Maywood, Illinois. Young Johnny Sternberger, the Dayton flash, who doesn't know how to miss, cracked a double century. Another institution in the sport of trapshootin, Rigger by name, duplicated the feat, and took the out-of-zone 16-yard hardware back to Castle Rock, Washington. Ned Lilly of Stanton, Mich., and Bud Fisher, of Findlay, Ohio, kept up their usual fine perform-
ances, Gene Durant, Jr., whose name appears in a lot of win summaries, copped the junior award he won last year. Another Badger, Mrs. Julie Deckert, from the home of the Braves, was women's 16-yard titlist. Some of the Central Zone Class Day winners were John Kroplin of Englewood, Ohio, in Class A; Art Davidson, Jr., of nearby Northbrook, Illinois took Class B; and Edna Stark of Indianapolis was high lady on Class Day with a respectable 97x100. Dave Chappman, Yale, won the Central Zone handicap race with a 98 from 21 yards.

In keeping with our theme of "women and children first," we have to report that Mrs. Frank Howard won the handicap race at Fillionale Gun Club's Handicap shoot, with a 98. Closest male shooter was George Lowell with a 91. And this in a shoot with the likes of Tony Biagi and Al Zajicek in the field, to keep competition high.

Over in Connecticut, where such nationally known shooters as M.D. Clark have to be reckoned with, Mrs. Gloria Sirlin broke her last 75 targets straight to end in a three-way shoot-off at 95x100. John Crowley broke a straight while Mrs. Sirlin was losing two in the shoot-off, but 75 straight handicap targets by a woman made history in Connecticut, and will draw envy in fifty states.

Hahm Cain took second in the South Dakota Northern Zone shoot with a 91, just two targets under winner Bob Kukuk, at Onita, South Dakota. . . . Martha Andrews was Class B winner in the Peach Blossom Special event of the South Carolina state shoot, at Spartanburg. Could that it took a "peach blossom" to win this . . .? Gail Pierson, both young and feminine, Loui-

(Continued on page 40)

The FAMILY GUNS for SKILL and FUN

Dick got a bull's-eye . . . so did Mary! Mother just missed by a hair. Now what will Dad do? The pressure is on. Yes, it's exciting family fun (skill and good gun training, too).

CROSMAN CO₂ GAS PELLGUNS

... with controlled range and power and top marksmanship accuracy . . . have opened up a shooting sport as new as tomorrow. Now you can shoot right, most anywhere, anytime, all year long. And, the whole family can shoot, too. There's a size, weight and style of Crosman Pelletgun for everyone.

HAHN CO₂ GAS BB GUNS

... are wholly new BB guns. Feel, look and handle like the famous rifles and revolvers of the Old West . . . with higher BB power and accuracy. True fast draw single action in the revolver . . . authentic lever action in the rifle.

Look for Crosman-Hahn Sales Center at your Crosman Select Dealer. Select the guns you want. See for yourself how much fun it is to shoot the Crosman power-without-powder, CO₂ gas Powderet way.

WRITE for free, colorful shooting fun literature. Crosman Arms Co., Inc., Dept. G-35, Fairport, N. Y.
...from ARGENTINA'S ARMS...

All manufactured in Germany, during the really great woods, steels, finishes, precision and workmanship have been engineered to perfection. You'll never see a better Mauser bargain than the one you can get from Ye Old Hunter! Ye Old Hunter brings you this "SPACE AGE" SPECIAL and U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER 30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and best model U.S. Army bolt action 30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY SURPLUS M1917 30-06 rifle—famed Springfield/Mauser "speedlock" action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micrometer receiver sight (where it belongs) 

With a Mauser 1917 spacer, you can add M1917 (.30) U.S. AMMO: BE VIRTUALLY UNFRIED for the shooting of your life, and bring gleaming-perfect fresh stock .303 British ball 1,500-yard BARGAIN! The Mauser U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER 30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and best model U.S. Army bolt action 30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY SURPLUS M1917 30-06 rifle—famed Springfield/ Mauser "speedlock" action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micrometer receiver sight (where it belongs) 

With a Mauser 1917 spacer, you can add M1917 (.30) U.S. AMMO: BE VIRTUALLY UNFRIED for the shooting of your life, and bring gleaming-perfect fresh stock .303 British ball 1,500-yard BARGAIN! The Mauser U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER 30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and best model U.S. Army bolt action 30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY SURPLUS M1917 30-06 rifle—famed Springfield/ Mauser "speedlock" action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micrometer receiver sight (where it belongs) 
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With a Mauser 1917 spacer, you can add M1917 (.30) U.S. AMMO: BE VIRTUALLY UNFRIED for the shooting of your life, and bring gleaming-perfect fresh stock .303 British ball 1,500-yard BARGAIN! The Mauser U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER 30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and best model U.S. Army bolt action 30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY SURPLUS M1917 30-06 rifle—famed Springfield/ Mauser "speedlock" action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micrometer receiver sight (where it belongs) 

With a Mauser 1917 spacer, you can add M1917 (.30) U.S. AMMO: BE VIRTUALLY UNFRIED for the shooting of your life, and bring gleaming-perfect fresh stock .303 British ball 1,500-yard BARGAIN! The Mauser U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER 30-06 RIFLE GIVEAWAY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and best model U.S. Army bolt action 30-06 rifle, and strongest U.S. Army bolt action EVER made owing to its IMPROVED SPRINGFIELD SPEED TYPE OF ACTION. So let your pocketbook bask in the reflected glow of the astonishing economy of THIS rifle bargain, and load-up NOW ... U.S. ARMY SURPLUS M1917 30-06 rifle—famed Springfield/ Mauser "speedlock" action designed to cock on closing, complete with precision micrometer receiver sight (where it belongs) 
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WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOLS!
WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!

MOST ARE NRA EXCELLENT.
Only $14.95 up—why pay more elsewhere?
On hand for immediate delivery—order from this ad!
(Bond permit if your state or city requires)

WELEY & SCOTT CAL .455
Hollywood's Favorite! Why pay more elsewhere?
The popular weapon of the Military & Police Reserve, now in NRA good condition at a unbelievable price of $14.95. Some NRA Excellent for only $18.95. Standard of the British Army. (.455 Webley Ammunition only $3.95 per box.) On hand now.

SPECIAL! COLT MODEL 1917 CAL .45 ACP
Now shipment of the famous Colt Model 1917 permits this bargain price of only $24.95. Also save the Smith & Wesson Model 1917 at the same low price. Only $5.00 additional for a new select specimen. Yours today while supply lasts! Order now for immediate shipment.

SMITH & WESSON M&P .45, 20 SEW
Hollywood's favorite! Why pay more elsewhere?
Now, the world famous Smith & Wesson 1917 Army at a price you can afford. This hard-wearing Army-stand-by of the NRA. Very Good condition only $3.95. (.455 Webley Ammunition only $2.95 per box.) Top value!

SMITH & WESSON TRIPLE LOCK .45S
Now, the world famous Smith & Wesson 1917 Army at a price you can afford. This hard-wearing Army-stand-by of the NRA. Very Good condition only $3.95. (.455 Webley Ammunition only $2.95 per box.) Top value!

CANADIAN BUYERS:
Write direct to our Canadian Distributors, 20 McEwen, Box 628, Peterboro, Ontario. Add 20% to above prices when ordering.

ATTENTION AMERICAN RIFLEMAN! Take advantage today of these superb, rare, selected, sensational special weapons and ammunition bargains! Never in history have the world's greatest weapons been as available at such permanent and available. Don't be misled by claims of others—for the finest quality and greatest value selected surplus weapons and ammunition are unobtainable in the best!
The importance of eliminating this stopping of the gun hand cannot be over-emphasized. A fraction of time is lost while the hand is actually stopped and any movement of the hand is slowest during its earliest stages, momentum being gained as the motion continues. Unless a circular motion is used, the draw becomes two motions, each with its period of overcoming the inertia of any motionless object. And since, in the second stage, there are two objects, the hand and a heavy gun, to start moving again, the speed of the entire operation is measurably delayed. This is the factor which constitutes the difference between the top gun hand and the efficient but slower second rater.

The speed with which the hand can be made to move and reflexes respond represents in whole that difference, since each can attain the same proficiency in the actual mechanics of the draw.

With the foregoing points in mind you are now ready to start dry practice. That, of course, is the secret of developing a fast draw. Through hand practice alone will you be able to perfect your technique to the point where the difference between you and the most gifted quick draw artist is limited to that previously mentioned difference in the speed of hand and response of reflexes. Start in slow motion, striving always for smoothness. Regardless of the starting position of your hand, make its movement continuous. With thumbs hooked in belt, your hand describes a circle. From a "hands up" position, down and around in a circle. Always it is one movement. This practice can be performed before a mirror, for there you can see any deviation from the desired pattern of minimum movement of the hand in its circular path. There, too, you can see that the gun is raised barely enough to clear the holster before it is snapped into alignment with the target, and whether it is pointed properly at the completion of the draw.

On each draw the trigger should be pulled, starting with the time your hand touches the gun and continuing smoothly as the draw progresses to the point that the hammer will fall at the exact instant the muzzle first lines up with the target. Only after your reflexes are so disciplined that you instinctively draw and point the gun with one smooth, fluid motion should you attempt to increase your speed. And then, let the increase be gradual. Never sacrifice smoothness for speed—it is a delusion. You think you are drawing faster but the smooth draw with no waste motion is always best. And you will find that in time you will have that speed without straining. Your hand will unerringly cuddle the grip, your trigger finger will find the trigger and start its pull, and the gun will fire at the very instant it is on target.

Do not allow yourself to become impatient with the dry-fire routine. An attempt too soon to try a loaded gun can lead to disaster. Use of actual loads will impede your progress. Instinctively, you will pause after the gun has cleared the holster and then have that speed without straining. Your hand will unerringly cuddle the grip, your trigger finger will find the trigger and start its pull, and the gun will fire at the very instant it is on target. Use of actual loads will impede your progress. Instinctively, you will pause after the gun has cleared the holster and then have that speed without straining. Your hand will unerringly cuddle the grip, your trigger finger will find the trigger and start its pull, and the gun will fire at the very instant it is on target. Use of actual loads will impede your progress. Instinctively, you will pause after the gun has cleared the holster and then have that speed without straining.
McAvoy Quick Draw Practice Target

Used by many police departments, government, and law enforcement agencies for testing reaction, draw and firing time. Can be used anywhere with complete safety. Designed to be used with economical wax bullet. Operator presses button to activate variable clock. The clock stops when the wax bullet hits the target. Accurate to 1/1000 of a second.

Write for complete specifications, other recommended options and prices. Ask for Bulletin No. 111.

McAvoy Target Equipment Company, Inc. 22 Grand Street • Garfield, New Jersey

PROVEN! BAUER Down products are the choice of major expeditions and sportsmen. They are the Original and Genuine — made exclusively in our own factory under U.S. Patents and sold direct, only... never through dealers.

ORDER BY MAIL

Northwind

100% Down body and sleeves. Comfortable from mild to 40° below zero. Sizes: S-M-L-XL. Colors: Dead Grass, Smoke, Forest Green, Scarlet. Far collar (3) $41.50. Cloth collar $38.50. Add $5 for shipping.

FREE 48-PAGE CATALOG

ORDER WITHOUT RISK—COMPARE! You'll agree ours is far better quality and value, or return for full refund, including shipping costs.

PROVEN! BAUER Down products are the choice of major expeditions and sportsmen. They are the Original and Genuine — made exclusively in our own factory under U.S. Patents and sold direct, only... never through dealers.

Big Savings on 5 Giant-Size "Firsts"

THE PENNSYLVANIA-KENTUCKY RIFLE
By Henry J. Kaufman
No barnyard research has gone into this book. Based completely on fact, the magnificent story of the famous, elaborate, ornamented Pennsylvania Rifle, hand made by the talented gunsmiths in and around Lancaster County in the early days of Pennsylvania. Unravelling the secrets of these masterpieces, with the help of the author, is a collector's dream. No stones were left unturned in assembling the wealth of information and rare photographs contained in this volume. Many thumbnail biographies of famous Pennsylvania Gunsmiths and over 200 illustrations will aid in identifying the makers of these famous weapons. 8½ x 11¼ format. Limited Deluxe edition, $17.50. Library Ed., $12.50. Special pre-publication price, $5.00.

THE POPE BREECH-MUZZLE-LOADING RIFLE
By Ray M. Smith
When the lovers of the spiraled tube and the ultimate in accuracy gather in conclave, one name among the great old riflesmiths is spoken of in enduring terms. Harry M. Pope, the King of the barrel makers, was a mechanical genius and an extraordinary rifleman. This is his story, told from the perspective of an individualist who perfected the art of rifling a barrel to the highest degree ever attained. Written by a man who possesses many of Pope's own tools. A definitive work that will grace any gunner's shelf. Limited Deluxe edition, $17.50. Library Ed., $10.00. Special pre-publication price, $9.00.

UNDERHAMMER GUNS
By Herschel C. Logan
The old, yet refreshingly new story of these unique weapons, dating back to the flintlock period, with the hammer under the barrel. These collector's items are well on their way to becoming as highly sought as the Kentucky Rifles and Derringers. Undoubtedly, nothing has appeared in print about these interesting weapons and the author has compiled a book which we predict will become the standard reference on this class of arms. 8½ x 11¼ size. Over 300 illustrations. 224 pages. Limited Deluxe edition, $17.50. Library Ed., $10.00. Special pre-publication price, $9.00.

COLT—The Man, The Arms, The Company
By James L. Mitchell
Many works have been published concerning Sam Colt and his revolver, but none can surpass this volume of heretofore unpublished material, painstakingly assembled by the author, a former representative for the firearms company. His research uncovers data which throws new light on the activities of Colt, the history of the company, his dealings with the South before and during the Civil War and many other interesting points. No attempt has been made to incorporate commonly-known or biographical information. A must supplement to any other writing on the subject. 276 pages, 8½ x 11¼ size. Limited Deluxe edition, $17.50. Library Ed., $10.00. Special pre-publication price, $5.00.

THE PLAINS RIFLE
By Charles E. Hanson
This extensive reference records the evolution of the arm and information about the famous gunsmiths and famous plains personalities and their weapons. Many of these rifles are illustrated, among them guns by Sam and Jake Hawken, Henry Doherty, J. P. Gemmer, Meyer Frede to name only a few. The story of how these and other famous gunsmiths furnished the need for dependable weapons for fighting and hunting is interestingly presented. More than run-of-the-mill reading for the gun "bug" and an important addition to any gun library. Large 8½ x 11¼ size. 200 pages, 80 photos. Limited Deluxe edition, $17.50. Library Ed., $10.00. Special pre-publication price, $5.00.

The Stackpole Company
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HARRISBURG, PA. PENNSYLVANIA
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sight should be used to avoid gouging the holster and dragging. The S&W Combat Magnum appears to the writer to be the answer to a Peace Officer's dream. It is light and fast handling; has a very fast, smooth, double action, and is chambered for the hard-hitting .357 Magnum cartridge. The new S&W .44 Magnum in 4" barrel length interests me, but I have not used it enough to reach a firm conclusion as to its merits for double action quick draw. Its extra power is good, if the recoil does not adversely affect speed and accuracy. I intend to give it a thorough testing in this regard. I am convinced that the .38 Special is barely adequate for Service use and that no load with less shocking power should be used by an enforcement officer. If the individual preference is for a Colt, the Colt Three-Fifty Seven or Colt Python with shortened barrel are recommended.

Other than smoothing the double action (which can be done by anyone with time, sweat and crocus cloth) the only alterations necessary or advisable are cutting off the hammer spur, rounding the corners of the rear sight in adjustable sight models, and cutting away about half of the width of the forward part of the triggerguard.

This forward part of the guard should not be entirely removed, for several reasons. A cut guard can bend, jamming the trigger; the fingers can catch the tip of this cut-away guard, making a shift of finger position necessary before the trigger can be pulled, and, most important, it is a dangerous alteration. That trigger guard was not put there as an ornament. Reducing the width of this forward portion by about half and rounding it smoothly serves the same purpose as would its removal, without the disadvantages of that operation.

Cutting off the hammer spur and rounding the corners of the rear sight prevent damage to the hand in drawing, and remove projections which might catch on clothing. The modern double action revolver is the only gun worthy of serious consideration for use by the enforcement officer. Automatics without a double action feature are too slow. Those with that feature, such as the S&W 9mm, and the Walther P-38, while a step in the right direction, have hard, rough pulls which will not permit accurate speed shooting. With or without the double action feature, the design of an automatic makes it a poor pointer, especially when fired from the hip. The single action, while an excellent natural pointer and, possibly, the fastest in this respect to sheer speed in drawing and firing a first shot, is hard to get on target for that first shot. The single action type is too slow for succeeding shots, and the technique is much more difficult to learn than that of

---

**BANNERMAN'S**

**BOX 26, BLUE POINT, L.I., N.Y.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW Cloth Haversack</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Knapsack</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Cap Box</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Rifle Sling</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW CSA Buckle, Replica</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW CS 2pc Buckle, Replica</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Eagle Buckle, Replica</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Round Eagle Plate, Replica</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Eagle Staff Buttons, Orig.</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Springfield Bayonet</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Enfield Bayonet</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Cannon Worm</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Cannon Rammer and Spence</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1842 Issue Bayonet</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1822 Issue Bayonet</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Bayonet W/Scabbard</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Blue Web Belt/US Buckle</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Mckeever Ctg. Box</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Rifle Sling</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Wrench</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Manual, Original</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield Shoulder Arms Book, by C. Fuller</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1863 Manual, Reprint</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Navy Pike Head</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-70 Carbine Sling w/Snaphook</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span.-Amer. War Cartridge</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span.-Amer. War Haversack</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharps .50 Cal. Ctg. Box</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955 Catalog w/New Price LIST POSTPAID</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pricing do not include postage. Please allow 50c for single items.

---

**BRITISH ENFIELD RIFLES**

Made in U.S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.30-06 SHT REPR, M1903 ENFIELD, B.C.</td>
<td>$2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 HANDGUN, Special 795</td>
<td></td>
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ITALIAN-ARM-AGESEI
Gun Case Special
Famous make, fabric backed Dynel plastic, 16 inch zipper, thick cotton lining, sturdy handles to fit your new Model 50 (or specify length desired). Regular $4.25 - Now $2.95 postpaid.

RELOADERS!
New chilled shot. Sizes 2 through 9. $22.00 per 100 lbs., F.O.B. Knoxville, Illinois. Packed in 25 lb. bags. You may mix sizes when ordering.

Cleaning Kit Special
Three piece jointed metal rod, brass brush, jag, solvent oil, non-freeze oil, patches, cleaning cloths—all in metal box with instructions. State gauge wanted. Only $2.75 postpaid.

Never before in the history of the gun world has a bargain like this been offered! Way, Way, Way below wholesale! Regular retail price $134.45

NOW $83.95
You save $50.50. • Guaranteed factory new guns in original factory sealed boxes. • Guaranteed latest model current production, finest quality Winchester guns that currently are cataloged at $134.45 retail. • Guaranteed satisfaction or money back.

Act fast—wire or phone your order in today. We have a good supply but they will go fast at this price. Dealer and jobber orders welcome. No further discount—$83.95 to all.

State choice of 20 gauge, 28 inch full, 28 inch modified, 26 inch improved cylinder or 26 inch skeet choke.

Add $2.00 for postage, handling and insurance for parcel post shipment. Otherwise, will ship express charges collect. Illinois residents add 3½% sales tax.

SPECIAL TRIPLE GUN OFFER
ALUMINUM 22 CAL. THUNDERBIRD
500 ONLY—WHILE THEY LAST
• Shoots 22 cal. long, short and long rifle
• Wrapped in rust-inhibitor rapo wrapp
• 4 inch barrel
• Regularly $29.95; NOW: $19.95

IMPORTED FROM GERMANY
22 CAL. 6 SHOT REVOLVER
• Brand new 1959 model in Nickel Steel
• Fires all popular .22 short Ammos
• Precision made throughout
• About 6 inches in length

ITALIAN-ARM-AGESEI
28 CAL. 8 SHOT AUTOMATIC
• Simulated pearl handle
• Self ejecting clip
• Adjustable firing spring
• Approximately 4 in. long
• Regularly $29.95; NOW: $124.95

FAMOUS WINCHESTER MODEL 50, 20 GAUGE AUTOMATIC

GIL HEBARD GUNS
Box 1
Knoxville, Illinois

Reloaders!
New chilled shot. Sizes 2 through 9. $22.00 per 100 lbs., F.O.B. Knoxville, Illinois. Packed in 25 lb. bags. You may mix sizes when ordering.
New! NIBS PORTA-TRAP

ONLY $22.50

First low price trap you can use alone—anywhere!

Mounts on your spare wheel and tire for true rigidity. Lets you shoot anywhere—anytime—with or without another shooter. Throws standard clay targets, regulation distance or farther, as singles or doubles. Adjustable tension permits speeds from slow "bird" to a "canvass-back carrier of all mail! Trap is released by shooter with slight pressure of leg against lever.

Practice with traps during off-season will teach proper lead and range of gun; will keep reactions fast and coordinated, guaranteeing less misses or cripples and more harvested game during the regular season.

All steel welded construction; weighs only 12 lbs. for easy portability. Comes complete with mount, instructions and all taxes and postage paid. For immediate delivery send check or money order for only $22.50. Money refunded in 5 days if you are not completely satisfied. For dealers—mail order only. Order now from NIBS, INC. Dept. GM, 1760 Wrightwood, Chicago 14, Illinois.

PULL!

(Continued from page 33)

...showed the way to a field of men in a fifty-target handicap race at the new Many, Louisiana, Gun Club, by dropping only two clays, three birds better than the nearest male.... Men and women fired identical scores in the handicap events of Philadelphia Open Trapshooting Championship. Mrs. W. E. Worthington broke 94, as did Charles Boardman, . . . . Helen Urban broke 90 to win Class A in the Midwest Ohio Zone Shoot—and won the doubles with 43, as against Dick Urban's runner-up 41. . . . Wayne Hill, a 14-year old boy was too big for Class E in the Nezperce, Idaho, annual registered spring shoot, with a 49x50. . . . George Gillett II, a seventeen-year old, took the handicap event in the recent Waukesha, Wis., Marathon. . . . A thirteen-year old miss, Sheri Small, is Florida State singles champion for 1959. And the Florida ladies' trophy is not easily won. Several of the Florida ladies are worthy opponents in any trapshoot.

These are only a few of the shooting records of women and children. GUNS can't spare the space to list them all.

Yep, women and children first, especially in the shooting sports.

What you can do with a gun if necessary is bound to be reflected in your bearing. It is a confidence that cannot be counterfeited. It will enable you to go through many a tough spot with a poise and presence of mind which may avert the actual opening of hostilities which would surely follow either a show of force or lack of confidence on your part.

In the final analysis, it is the unexpected situation that packs the most danger, and it is in such situations that fast draw gunmanship pays off. So get in front of that mirror and start practicing. And when you reach the point where you can beat your reflection to the draw—best two out of three—Chihuahua!!! Que pistolero!!!

New! NIBS PORTA-TRAP

ONLY $22.50

First low price trap you can use alone—anywhere!

Mounts on your spare wheel and tire for true rigidity. Lets you shoot anywhere—anytime—with or without another shooter. Throws standard clay targets, regulation distance or farther, as singles or doubles. Adjustable tension permits speeds from slow "bird" to a "canvass-back carrying the mail!" Trap is released by shooter with slight pressure of leg against lever.

Practice with traps during off-season will teach proper lead and range of gun; will keep reactions fast and coordinated, guaranteeing less misses or cripples and more harvested game during the regular season.

All steel welded construction; weighs only 12 lbs.; for easy portability. Comes complete with mount, complete instructions; and all taxes and postage paid. For immediate delivery send check or money order for only $22.50. Money refunded in 5 days if you are not completely satisfied. No dealers—mail order only—order now from NIBS, INC., Dept. GM, 1760 Wrightwood, Chicago 14, Illinois.
"BLIND" MEANS INVISIBLE

(Continued from page 27)

have to crouch a bit when birds are decoying but when sitting erect will be able to shoot from that position. Don't—and I repeat, don't—make the mistake of building the blind so high that you have to stand to use your gun. Nothing creates harder shooting than this jumping up like a jack-in-the-box.

In the first place, no matter how agile you are, there is some part of a second required to attain a steady footing and, second, there is too much motion which serves to flare your game and make the difference between an easy shot and a difficult one. It is one thing to make a target of a duck as he glides in, wings set and feet down, to brake his entry into the water. It is far tougher to try to hit a bird that is gaining altitude with every beat of his wings and also falling away from you with more or less rapidity, depending upon the force of the wind, all of which happens in the seconds that pass as you are scrambling to your feet and then steadying yourself as you bring your gun to a shooting position. And above all in importance is the necessity of remaining motionless, as the ducks approach your decoys. With clothing of a neutral color against a background of natural cover the thinnest of blinds is all that is necessary if you do not betray your presence. Motion is the red flag of warning to all wildlife, and there should be no preliminary shift in position of either yourself or your gun. Wait until the birds are within safe gunshot, and then go into action as quickly and smoothly as possible. That is why I so strongly advocate shooting from a sitting position. By so doing you have the advantage of instants gained, and that brief space of time makes all the difference as you will find when you count your unexpended shells and your bay at the end of a day's shoot.

As I stated before, the fixed shore blind has lost the greater part of its value since baiting became illegal. Today's duck hunter, if he wishes to get good shooting, or, in fact, any shooting, must find some spot to which the birds are attracted by natural food or sanctuary from rough or storm tossed waters. That is where he should set out his decoys and erect his blind. That this blind may be crude and uncomfortable and oftimes diff-
Savage Guns •••

Model 11-48 A Autoloading
New Nylon 66 Autoloader MB or SG 49.95

“SPORTSMAN” 58 Autoloading Shotgun-3 shot, 760 ADL Deluxe Pump 129.25

Model 50 Featherweight Automatic 12gauge only 144.95

Model 12

Reloading Equipment •••

Lyman

Die Set-Rifle cases, inc. shell reloading 16.75

“Sportmaster” Die Set, Rifle 49.50

“TURFE” Powder Measure 18.50

Savage

308, .270, .243 129.95

Winchester

Model 94-243, 308, 358 Cal. 108.50

Model 1892, 357, 38 Special 139.75

Model 70 or 30-30, .30-60, .300, .375 129.95

Model 50 Featherweight Automatic 12gauge only 179.00

Savage

110 B.W.F. 192.50

Ithaca

Model 52, 63 Switch 185.75

Parker

All Ithaca Shotguns are made in 12, 16, 20 gauge, .410 and .28. Prices subject to change without notice.

Scopes

Weaver-Brand New GOH Series-3
different types are available.

Reynaer

Model 97 Standard

Ithaca

The dimensions of the gunning box may be determined by the size of the one expecting to use it and hence the general description should be followed, there is no need to build it to any standard measurements; instead, in length, it can be a couple of inches less than its user's height, and in width at least an inch wider than across his shoulders when wearing heavy clothing. The depth, however, should be about twelve inches.

The convenience of this rig is obvious. You always have a dry and comfortable blind that practically hides itself if the shore grasses are low and when lying in it you are entirely out of sight of an approaching duck. If necessary it can be used at the extreme water’s edge or in three or four inches of water moored against a bluff shoreline, and it is not silhouetted at any time, nor is the hunter silhouette as he sits up to shoot. When the cover is heavy it can be placed where it is entirely hidden in grass shoulder high to the hunter, as he sits there in comfort. Altogether, it is about as satisfactory a blind as could be devised for marsh shooting.

Also, and of prime importance, it can be readily and speedily moved if the wind shifts, the tide rises or falls, or, as sometimes happens, you see some other point or cove that has suddenly become more attractive to the wildfowl than that particular spot where you have rigged. Sculling, rowing by oars, or an outboard motor can be used for mobility, if the transom or stern of the shooting box is made solidly enough.

Whatever blind you use, remember the statement I made when beginning this article, that a proper blind for marsh shooting cannot be successfully photographed. After you have spread your decoys, built a blind, or located the shooting box, get in your boat and paddle offshore of the rig a hundred and fifty feet or so. If the blind or box is easily discernible, imagine how it must appear to a duck with his telescopic vision. Then it is up to you to do a better job of concealment, or with it is important that you be hidden, it is just as important that you hide your blind.

For Special Orders Please Address:

Curt Wight's Remington

C. Lang

H & R

H. Schmeisser

C. Webley

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

For All American, Many Foreign Guns

Non-breakable, Guaranteed

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are the most durable made! Beautiful colors; smooth, checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinctive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, perspiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips, with or without thumb rest. Available for all popular guns: in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walrus, Black and Staghorn. Low cost. $7.50 to $8.00—See our complete catalog!

Franzite Grips

For Sports, Inc. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-11, Chicago 40, Ill.

For

Remington

Brownings

Luger

Czech

Mauser

Savage

Schmeisser

Mauser

Webley

H & R

And Many Others

Sports, Inc.
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THE NEW CUSTOM GREAT WESTERN FIREARMS

ORDER NOW

PRICE SCHEDULE

.22 Caliber (Standard Model) $91.50
.38 Special (Standard Model) $93.50
.44 Special (Standard Model) $105.50
.45 Caliber (Standard Model) $99.50
.357 Automatic (Standard Model) $100.50
.44 Magnum (Standard Model) $124.50

INTERCHANGEABLE CYLINDERS

The genuine Great Western Derringer is true quality throughout and is an exact duplicate in outward appearance to the 1866 Remington Outlaw Derringer. If you wish to own the finest, order Great Western, choice of calibers, blue finish, checkered grips—$59.95

GREAT WESTERN DERRINGER

PRICE SCHEDULE

38 & 44 Special

.38 Special (Standard Model) $91.50
.44 Special (Standard Model) $102.50
.44 Magnum (Standard Model) $122.50

38 Special (Standard Model) $93.50
.45 Caliber (Standard Model) $99.50
.357 Automatic (Standard Model) $100.50
.44 Magnum (Standard Model) $124.50

BUNLINE SPECIAL 12½" Bbl. $125.00
Available in All Calibers

THE NEW CUSTOM GREAT WESTERN DEPUTY

SINGLE-ACTION

Order for Special Deputies that have been factory modified to offer an extra smooth action and an exceptionally smooth, crisp, trigger pull. Furnished with 4½" barrel and brass trigger guard and backstrap. Regularly supplied in .45 caliber with a 4½" barrel and barrel lengths available on special order. $111.50

THE NEW 'Fast-Draw'

Special! Automatics

LLAMA, 38 Super, Brand new $39.95

GERMAN 9MM

.38 Special Standard Model $99.50
.357 Magnum Standard Model $124.50

The 'Fast-Draw' Special is a Frontier Revolver that has been factory modified to offer an extra smooth action and an exceptionally smooth, crisp, trigger pull. Furnished with 4½" barrel and brass trigger guard and backstrap. Regularly supplied in .45 caliber with a 4½" barrel. $111.50

GERMAN MAUSER MILITARY

Used by German Paratroops in WWII. 7.63 caliber, original blue finish. Special $39.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II

Beyonc & Saker—Very finest quality & workmanship—Collectors find—mint condition $4.95

WELEY

45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers. Beautiful blue finish. Select grade $99.50

ITALIAN COMMANDO REVOLVER $197.50

WE WE HAVE NOW BEEN ESTABLISHED AS AN AUTHORIZED FACTORY DISTRIBUTOR FOR GREAT WESTERN. WE WILL BE HAPPY TO FILL YOUR ORDERS. MOST MODELS IN STOCK FOR DELIVERY. SEND FOR DEALER INFORMATION.

FIND FOR FREE PARTS LIST

COLT PERCUSSION REVOLVERS

SMITH & WESSON .38 CALIBER

.38 Special $39.95
.44 Special $59.50

GERMAN MAUSER MILITARY

Used by German Paratroops in WWII. 7.63 caliber, original blue finish. $25.95

WELEY

45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers. Beautiful blue finish. Select grade $99.50

ITALIAN COMMANDO REVOLVER $197.50

RARE SWEDISH WW II

Beyonc & Saker—Very finest quality & workmanship—Collectors find—mint condition $4.95

GERMAN LUGERS

Genuine German Luger 9mm Autos. Blue finish checkered walnut grips in good mechanical shooting condition—$59.85

Extra clips 7.50

Holster (European) 5.50

Era .22 Cal. Conversion Unit 39.95

WELEY

45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers. Beautiful blue finish. Select grade $99.50

ITALIAN COMMANDO REVOLVER $197.50

RARE SWEDISH WW II

Beyonc & Saker—Very finest quality & workmanship—Collectors find—mint condition $4.95

GERMAN LUGERS

Genuine German Luger 9mm Autos. Blue finish checkered walnut grips in good mechanical shooting condition—$59.85

Extra clips 7.50

Holster (European) 5.50

Era .22 Cal. Conversion Unit 39.95

WELEY

45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers. Beautiful blue finish. Select grade $99.50

ITALIAN COMMANDO REVOLVER $197.50

RARE SWEDISH WW II

Beyonc & Saker—Very finest quality & workmanship—Collectors find—mint condition $4.95

GERMAN LUGERS

Genuine German Luger 9mm Autos. Blue finish checkered walnut grips in good mechanical shooting condition—$59.85

Extra clips 7.50

Holster (European) 5.50

Era .22 Cal. Conversion Unit 39.95

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS

Tobruk Lee Enfield rifle 303, excellent select $16.95
British Jungle carbine 303, excellent select $24.95

GERMAN MAUSER rifle, 11mm, brand new $24.50

Lee Enfield rare model peep sights, 303, excellent $26.95

JUMBO JUJED GUN

Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and antique gun bargains. Colt Single Action, Colt and Remington Cap and Ball revolvers, used revolvers and automatics. Used shotguns and rifles and hundreds of other hard to find items for the collector and shooter.

GERMAN MILITARY

Catalog 50c

Outstanding collection of German Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's, Mauser Military pistols, Browning automatics and many other German Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and accessories, current listing of deactivated machine guns.

GREAT WESTERN

Catalog 50c

Completed illustrations showing all models of Great Western Arms. The Single Action, Derringer, Billy and Deputy. Also complete selection of holsters and quick draw sets and equipment. Parts, presentation case and engraved models are also included.

COLT SINGLE ACTION

Catalog 50c

An entire catalog devoted to genuine hard to find early model Colt Single Action revolvers. Complete listings on engraved guns, parts, holsters and holster sets. Outstanding values on quality Revolvers. Prices start at $4.00.

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send for List)

INTERCHANGEABLE CYLINDERS

A .45 cylinder designed to take .22 blanks. No modification necessary, slips easily into any Great Western .45. Gives lightness of .45 plus utility and money saving features of a .22. Will pay for itself in just 2½ boxes of blanks. $15.00

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)

THE ALL NEW Great Western revolvers contain the very finest in high quality workmanship and modern steels. Particular attention is directed toward an extra smooth light action. The standard models are finished in beautiful polished deep-tone blue with stag grips. Perfect on is the new by-word at the Great Western Factory.

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)

THE NEW GREAT WESTERN DEPUTY

SINGLE-ACTION

Order for Special Deputies that have been factory modified to offer an extra smooth action and an exceptionally smooth, crisp, trigger pull. Furnished with 4½" barrel and brass trigger guard and backstrap. Regularly supplied in .45 caliber with a 4½" barrel. $111.50

THE NEW 'Fast-Draw'

Special! Automatics

LLAMA, 38 Super, Brand new $39.95
Argentina .45 Auto, Commercial Cal. Blue Finish. Brand new $42.50

GERMAN Mauser Military

Used by German Paratroops in WWII. 7.63 caliber, original blue finish. Special $39.95

GERMAN MAUSER MILITARY

Used by German Paratroops in WWII. 7.63 caliber, original blue finish. $25.95

GERMAN MAUSER MILITARY

Used by German Paratroops in WWII. 7.63 caliber, original blue finish. Special $39.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II

Beyonc & Saker—Very finest quality & workmanship—Collectors find—mint condition $4.95

GERMAN LUGERS

Genuine German Luger 9mm Autos. Blue finish checkered walnut grips in good mechanical shooting condition—$59.85

Extra clips 7.50

Holster (European) 5.50

Era .22 Cal. Conversion Unit 39.95

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS

Tobruk Lee Enfield rifle 303, excellent select $16.95
British Jungle carbine 303, excellent select $24.95

GERMAN MAUSER rifle, 11mm, brand new $24.50

Lee Enfield rare model peep sights, 303, excellent $26.95

JUMBO JUJED GUN

Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and antique gun bargains. Colt Single Action, Colt and Remington Cap and Ball revolvers, used revolvers and automatics. Used shotguns and rifles and hundreds of other hard to find items for the collector and shooter.

GERMAN MILITARY

Catalog 50c

Outstanding collection of German Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's, Mauser Military pistols, Browning automatics and many other German Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and accessories, current listing of deactivated machine guns.

GREAT WESTERN

Catalog 50c

Completed illustrations showing all models of Great Western Arms. The Single Action, Derringer, Billy and Deputy. Also complete selection of holsters and quick draw sets and equipment. Parts, presentation case and engraved models are also included.

COLT SINGLE ACTION

Catalog 50c

An entire catalog devoted to genuine hard to find early model Colt Single Action revolvers. Complete listings on engraved guns, parts, holsters and holster sets. Outstanding values on quality Revolvers. Prices start at $4.00.

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO., INC.

12418 Ventura Blvd., Dept. O, Studio City, California
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sufficient. About a hundred miles from my home, a berry picker was killed by a bear while both were working the same patch. When found, the man lay sprawled beside his old .30-30 rifle. It was empty. The bear lay nearby, full of lead, but this did not make the dead berry picker any happier.

All the scoffers in the woods cannot change the fact that the ordinary black bear is a very tough, potentially dangerous creature, and should be so treated. The measure of a woodman's expertness is not his illogical fearlessness but his logical caution.

But still the experts chatter on. Only a week before this article is being written, one “expert” broke into print claiming that, if you are camper or fisherman, you should wear at all times a .22 handgun for “protection” from dangers such as a mama bear with cubs. I can think of no better guaranteed way of shaking hands with Saint Peter in a hurry, than plinking a cub-guardsing mama bear with a .22 revolver.

Of course, these examples are extreme. I use them only to emphasize the stupidity, as well as the danger of hunting blacks undergunned. Easy kills do occur by luck now and then, and one-shots kills by the rifleman who knows what he is doing with black hear are the rule more often than not. But the same bullet that will drop a moose in its tracks often only wounds a black. For one thing, his will to live is far superior to that of the moose, which gives up rather easily. But again, keep that word individual in mind. For, of all big-game animals the bears, of whatever species, show the most individual physical differences. This is why no single black bear kill necessarily or automatically sets the pattern for the next.

For example, on a hunt of ours several species are hunted for their meat and hides. The meat is used for food and the hides are used for clothing. The hides are then sold to traders who sell them to local people for use in making shoes and other items.

For more information on hunting black bears, please contact your local wildlife agency or a reputable hunting magazine.

ACME INDUSTRIES, INC.
625 W. Lawrence Street
Appleton, Wisconsin

Steel Lined
FAST DRAW
HOLSTER
For Your Colt, Ruger or Hi-Standard

Lightning fast draw action and spinning thrills! A handsome black saddle leather holster that fits and feels just right; expertly stitched and reinforced. 38, 45 or 22 loops. Fits Colt S.A. or Scout, Ruger SP or Single 6 and Hi-Standard. Others available on special order.

Send your order today to:
JACK DIX — LAMCO ENTERPRISES
Dept. G-1, P.O. Box 1988 San Diego 12, Calif.

AMMUNITION

RAREST EVER!
7.65mm Model-1901
MANNLICHER PISTOLS

Including 100 sets of Guns, & MANNLICHER Loading Chokes or Sights

Walters Numbered .455 — VERY LIMITED SUPPLY, N.B.

You would expect to pay at least $100 for this “jewel” among the rarest automatic pistols. Plenty of Guns. Additional Ammo. 87 50 per 100 Hds. (100 Hds. Min. Order). Spec: 6.5/16" Barrel; 6" Overall Length; Weight — 32 oz.

Send your order today to:
JACK DIX — LAMCO ENTERPRISES
Dept. G-1, P.O. Box 1988 San Diego 12, Calif.
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years ago, four bears were killed. A game
man who went over them carefully consid-
ered that they were about the same age.
The fourth was a yearling. Even the yearling
looked rather large on the hoof, but it is
doubtful it weighed over 100 pounds. The
other three were not weighed, but their
weights were carefully assessed by several
reliable persons without intention to exag-
gerate. These bears from a short distance
as they lay on the ground looked all of a
size. Yet it was the consensus that their
weights were about 175, 275, and 375 pounds.

Suppose, now, you are hunting for a
black bear. Are you looking at a species that
averages 150 to 200 pounds—or 200 to 300
pounds—or 300 to 400 pounds? It is easy
to say that "the average will run around 200,"
but the spread among the four bears we shot,
was almost 300 pounds. It takes far more shock
and wacking power in a bullet to lay 400 pounds
of bone and muscle on the grass than it does for a
100 pound animal. Proper and expert
placement can even change things up. But then we get back
to individual experiences among hunters, and
also the laws of chance, which may or may
not allow careful bullet placement.

In other words, from a gun-and-load-view
point you have to hunt black bear as if
you expected to be faced by a 400 pound
animal. You have to be ready for that size
beast, with adequate firepower; ready for
more than that. Black bear have been
shot or live-trapped in New York state
that, officially weighed, topped 600 pounds.
Several other states and provinces have fairly
commonly had kills of 500 pounds or over,
and even above 600. Then there is the record
that may possibly have been a case of wrong
identification but was at least supposed to
be a black, which weighed over 900 pounds.

RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

Finest gusstock wood. Very dense, yet light in weight, terts
make smooth finish sharp checking. Turned and in-
letted stocks from $16.65 up to $30.00 for rare fanci-
Rifle blanks from $15.00 to $75.00. Shot gun blanks from
$10.00 to $100.00. No other wood compares with Rare
Circassian as a gun stock. Unusual shipment recently received. FREE TO GUNSMITHS: Big 4-color chart shows Flage's varied PREMIUM GUN STOCK BLANKS in natural color.

BEAUTIFULLY GRAINED FRENCH WALNUT—French rifle blanks, $20.00 to $40.00. Turned and in-
lelted for most rifles $16.65 to $30.00 for rare fanci-
Rifle blanks from $15.00 to $75.00. Shot gun blanks from
$10.00 to $100.00. No other wood compares with Rare
Circassian as a gun stock. Unusual shipment recently received.

FINISH PESA. BLACK WALNUT—Rifle blanks, all grades. $4.00 to $10.00. Walnut stock blanks, $15.00 to $35.00, Walnut stock blanks for most rifles: standard $6.00, grade (but) $8.00; others
$10.00 to $12.00. Also Filipino burled and rare blanks avail-
able NOW: x x x grade $17.50-$20.00.

PRECISION-CAMBERED BARRELED ACTIONS

STANDARD OR SERIES 400
FN ACTION or HVA ACTION BARRELED TO
FINESSE DOUGLAS ULTRA-RIFLED CHROME MOLY BARREL.

CALIBERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALIBERS</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>BARREL</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 223 Rem. | FN Action | 1/10 24" | 30"
| 223 Rem. | HVA Action | 1/8 24" | 30"
| 223 Rem. | FN Action | 1/8 24" | 30"
| 223 Rem. | HVA Action | 1/8 24" | 30"

BARRELS

BOEHLER BARRELS, proof steel, semi-eject on, ribbed,
ribbed, entire length. Made by FRANZ SODIA of Fer-
lar. Length in 22, 25, and .30 caliber. Also new available in
243 and .24 cal. Highly accurate—$125.00. Made with shot-
shot head, complete price $80.00.

NEWSPRINGFIELD 4-1/2" BARRELS $20.00. Case of 10 $210.00
NEW SPRINGFIELD 4-1/2" BARRELS $80.00. New 2-1/2" Grims-475, 45, 9-1/2" Grims-475, 45, 9-1/2"
FRANKLIN PISTOL BARRELS $15.00. Other factory made
Franklin pistol barrels. Other parts in stock, write
your requirements.

SPRINGFIELD M-1903

MILLED TRIGGER GUARDS—Made for Flage's by Sale and featuring Sale's smooth-working
smooth-working fluted floor plate. Will fit any M-1903 Springfield. Dressed Sang, blued. These will enhance any fine sporter. Immediate Delivery: $15.00

Dealers Authorized Installation. Write for Free New List No. 31. We Stress Individual Service.

Polly Choke 

FLAGE'S MILLVALE, PA.
NEW IDEAS IN TOP QUALITY HOLSTERS

The Hide-a-Way Holster
Handcrafted for YOU: its inside trouser band is concealed by available: leather: against all materials. Custom made to your gun's shape and size. The new, soft cowhide, riveted nickel chaps. $29.50 P.P.

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT

Fast draw type holster, with soft leather white lining. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. No. 28 P.P.

1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD-CANE, RISING-CROP

Beautifully made, hand-plated, genuine leather riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside black cardboards. $5.00 P.P.

WHITCO
P.O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS

AMMO CLEARANCE SALE!

STOCK UP NOW FOR FALL SHOOTING

22-250 Blanks $2.50 per 100 25-06 Blanks $3.50 per 100
25-06 Grade 1-Long, short & Asher's well $3.50 per box
30-06 Grade 1-Long & Asher's well $3.50 per box
30-30 Grade 1-Long & Asher's well $3.50 per box
30-30 Grade 2-Long & Asher's well $3.50 per box

CIVIL WAR PISTOL AMMO-In stock up now for fall. Shorts $2.50 for small size to fit 22 scopes with 60-62 blank cartridges.

BRITISH MADE-WITH 100% AMERICAN CASTING

Pistol Shooters! It's Ready! Big, New Pistol Shooters Reference Book and Catalog.

Don't miss this new catalog! Bigger and better than ever... 116 Jam packed pages devoted exclusively to the big, new, improved Russian pistols, revolvers, and other firearms. The new catalog includes Russian pistols, revolvers, and other firearms. The new catalog includes Russian pistols, revolvers, and other firearms. A must for competitive shooters and others interested in handgunning. Double your money back guarantee if you don't agree it's the biggest pistol catalog ever for 50c. Mailed at your request.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

GIL HEBARD GUNS
KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

NOW! HUNT AT DUSK AND TWILIGHT

MORE-LITE POWER LENS

AMAZING NEW TELESCOPE-SIGHT ATTACHMENT

Slips on in second! Increased visibility in poor light. Gives deep shadow penetration with greatly increased target detail. Does not change zero. Use in all scopes but most造成 MAKE and MODELS of scopes. See dealer. Must be ordered with your scope. $3.50 and your More-Lite Power Lens rushed postpaid; only $2.50 for small size to fit 22 scopes with 60-62 blank cartridges. Be delighted or money back. ORDER TODAY!

NORMAN-FORD, Inc.
Box 928-D "Fine Optics Since 1914" TYLER, TEXAS
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that Harry guessed at 250 pounds, hauled up and stopped broadside in the same opening. Harry held on the shoulder and, when he let fly, down went number two. Knowing Harry's shooting, I am inclined to believe he hit it exactly where he intended.

A wild struggle ensued as both animals tore up the ground. Then both bears came upright. Suddenly, they were off and Harry was firing again. He managed to pour five more shots after them, but was of the opinion that all five missed. The bears went into a nearby cedar swamp, and though every effort was made to trail them, they haven't been seen since.

One of the things that makes a bear tough to follow except on snow and except with a perfect hit is that fat and fur inhibit copious exterior bleeding. And, as we have noted, the deceptive build of the animal makes a hit deceptive, too. It is simply amazing how many blacks get away wounded.

In general it may be said that most of the time a heavy bullet that does not travel too fast, shot from a gun of caliber that has real hard-headed whacking power, is what it takes to kill black bear consistently. I could cite simply dozens of stories of bear wounded with lesser loadings, and later found dead or never found. The will and stubbornness and determination of this animal is difficult to over-estimate. Add to this all the fur and fat and muscle a bullet must penetrate, plus the fact that nine out of ten shots are in brushy areas, the black's favorite hangouts, and you find that the requirement is a brush-cutter bullet that is also a bear cutter.

There are times in the west where flat shooting rifles such as the .270 do good duty on blacks when shots across canyons, or in mountain parks are presented. But a great many misses or poor hits on blacks must be expected due to age of these black-powder cartridges.

One of the things that makes a bear difficult to over-estimate. Add to this the time a heavy bullet that does not travel penetrates, plus the fact that nine out of ten shots are in brushy areas, the black's favorite hangouts, and you find that the requirement is a brush-cutter bullet that is also a bear cutter.

In general it may be said that most of the time a heavy bullet that does not travel too fast, shot from a gun of caliber that has real hard-headed whacking power, is what it takes to kill black bear consistently. I could cite simply dozens of stories of bear wounded with lesser loadings, and later found dead or never found. The will and stubbornness and determination of this animal is difficult to over-estimate. Add to this all the fur and fat and muscle a bullet must penetrate, plus the fact that nine out of ten shots are in brushy areas, the black's favorite hangouts, and you find that the requirement is a brush-cutter bullet that is also a bear cutter.

There are times in the west where flat shooting rifles such as the .270 do good duty on blacks when shots across canyons, or in mountain parks are presented. But a great many misses or poor hits on blacks must be expected due to age of these black-powder cartridges.
IMPORTANT NEWS FOR AUTOMATIC PISTOL COLLECTORS

DAVE LANGE, 857 NEW JERSEY AVE., LYNDHURST, N. J.

Small lot of MANNLICHER 7.65 Pistols for sale. Formerly $125.00, and well worth it. Sold in 1905 but no serial numbers, condition of pistol excellent, arsenal refinished, small finish blemishes on right side, bores VG-Exc. Rare. 6.5 Mannlicher ammunition in stock for $1.50 per hundred rds. Fantastic Mannelsinki, stripper clips—$1.00 ea. Can use nice Lingoes and issue Mauser rifles in trade.

ACT NOW—THESE WON'T LAST

Davy Lange
857 New Jersey Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J.

AMERICAN SAFETY GUN CASE

NEW! RIGID FIBERGLAS GUN CASE!

Perfect Protection for Gun and Scope under all travel and field conditions. Tamperproof Display Case at home.

Write for Circular D—AMERICAN SAFETY GUN CASE CO., Holland, Mich.

NO SOLVENT NEEDED

with ANDEROL

“All-In-One” Gun Lubricants

Only Anderol Gun Lubricants can protect and lubricate your gun in one operation. No solvent is needed.

Anderol Gives Your Gun: 100 Times Better Protection against salt spray and corrosion! Perfect firing from —50° to 300° F.

Metal-wetting, non-gumming lubrication that lasts 10 times longer! Get a Tube at your favorite shop, in 79¢, 39c, 19c, or 10c size. A full kit of Anderol Gun Oil and Grease.

RUGER GUNS ARE PROTECTED BY ANDEROL

Anderol Gun Lubricants are similar to those produced exclusively by Lehigh for jet-age military weapons.

Send $1.00 for Manual on Cleaning and Preservation of Firearms.

LEHIGH CHEMICAL COMPANY, Chestertown, Maryland.
chest shot, when offered at a range where you are sure you can make it, is lethal. I am not sure it proves that the .243 and .244 are black bear guns. Since the bear ran off, it probably proves quite the opposite.

To sum up: How tough is the black bear? Tough enough so you will never go wrong to plan on having to put down with one shot—the only chance you are likely to get in heavy cover—an animal weighing from 400 pounds up. True, the animal you finally shoot may not weigh half that. But don’t bet on it. Tough enough so you should load with a big bullet of a type not easily deflected, that has walloping power to spare. Tough enough so you are sure you can make it, is lethal. I am that has walloping power to spare. Tough enough so you should load with a big bullet of a type not easily deflected, that has walloping power to spare.

You cannot beat the tried and true old .30-06 for black bear, loaded—my preference—with the 220 grain bullet. Nor can you beat the .308 with its largest (200 grain) load. The .308 Silvertip 200 grain leaves a little faster, at 2450, with a little less energy-2670, and hits at a hundred yards with 2170 ft. lbs.: that’s still plenty. The .35 Remington leaves at 2100 (200 grain Silvertip) with 1950 ft. lbs., retains plenty. The .35 Rem. leaves at 2100 (200 grain Silvertip) with 1950 ft. lbs., retains plentiful wallop. The .35 Rem. leaves at 2100 (200 grain Silvertip) with 1950 ft. lbs., retains plentiful wallop.
These big, black, African cap buff are very large, heavy beasts, built like an Angus bull only longer legged and deeper bodied. They will weigh up to and over a ton. The sweep of the huge horns protects the brain pan on each side, and in front it is partly protected by the heavy horn bosses as well as by the thick hide and skull. When a buff looks at you, he does so with head and neck extended and the nose up. In that position, the nostrils line up perfectly with the brain, so that is your aiming point on a buff facing you at close range. At any distance, if you get him turned with the near shoulder in line with the chest cavity, drive that shoulder bone into his chest if possible. If turned quartering the other way, put your slug through heart or lungs into the off shoulder.

Big, tough, and hard to kill, the buff will, as John Lawrence says, "fight to his last breath, or yours." Roy Leny, one of the White Hunters, was killed by a buffalo back in '48 or '49. His client had wounded the bull and it took to heavy cover. Roy gave the bull ample time to die or stiffen up, then sent his tracker up a tree to direct him and went into the bush to finish the job. He never saw the bull until it charged him from five yards. Even then, Roy got in both barrels from his heavy double rifle; but he hit neither brain nor spine, and the bull tossed him, one horn going into his groin. The native gun bearer then came down the tree, found the big rifle, reloaded it, and finished the buffalo. The gun bearer got Leny to the hospital, but in spite of the best of surgical and medical care, he died. Five white hunters in White Hunters Ltd. have been hurt by buffalo in the last ten years.

It was many days and many miles later before I got my real crack at buffalo. We had moved far south of that first camp, had bagged our rhino, lion, elephant, and leopard, and needed only a good buff to complete my "big five." We spent the 13th and the 14th of December moving back through Singida and Babiti to our old camp near lake Manyarra. The morning of the 15th, we finished putting up camp, then drove south east into bush that had been open before the rains, but which was now covered with grass, from a foot to six feet high. Under the great acacia and some few baobab trees, it cut visibility to the minimum. We found tracks of some big stray buff bulls, but they were too old. The tsetse flies were particularly bad this day, and my old Oryx-tail swatter did yeoman service. We saw some lesser game such as giant, zebra, oryx, and water buck, but no buffalo; so we drove back to camp, had a good lunch, and waited. About 4 P.M. we drove out toward the lake and a Masai village we had seen when camped at this location at the start of the hunt. Beyond the Masai village, we got into a section of tall grass that was literally under-mined with 'ant bear holes, so that we had to have the boys get out and pick a trail through it. We saw a young eland, several bands of grant and tomminies, and finally a pride of lion at about 100 yards. There was an old lioness, four ¾ grown cubs, and a young maned lion. They took their time about walking away into the high grass.
After crossing a dry water pan, we came to a series of low ridges and higher ground, very heavily covered with a grey sort of volcanic boulder. Rocks were too thick and too high to get up on that higher ground and after skirting it for half mile, we stopped and John sent the boys up into the bush for a look.

A half hour later, they came back on the double with their eyes shining, and I knew with solids. I noticed that little Guyo took before they reached us that they had found a buffalo, Gali, Guye, and Songi all spoke to John at once, so I pulled the .476 out of the heavy Boyt zipper scabbard and loaded it with solids. I noticed that little Guyo took another pack of five solids out of the box near the gun rack, and stuffed them in the pocket of his shorts and six rounds in the loops of my bush jacket, but Guyo knows buff and wanted to be sure we had plenty ammo. John loaded the .416 with solids, and Gali also took another box of them along, just in case.

The buffalo herd was a big one and was in dense bush when the boys located them. Evening was fast approaching and the sun setting long over the great Rift wall. I now had all the big five of Africa, and had killed four of them with heart shots. John had spotted a lone bull off to our right and head off these buff we could see. Evening was fast approaching and the sun setting long over the great Rift wall. I now had all the big five of Africa, and had killed four of them with heart shots. John had spotted a lone bull off to our right and head off these buff we could see.

"At about ten A.M., we found buffalo tracks (this was near your old Sable camp) and followed them. One hour later, we heard the bull in a small clump of bush. I sent the boys my way and took the clients around the other. Eventually we saw the bull, and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.

"The buffalo herd was a big one and was in dense bush when the boys located them. Evening was fast approaching and the sun setting long over the great Rift wall. I now had all the big five of Africa, and had killed four of them with heart shots. John had spotted a lone bull off to our right and head off these buff we could see.

I pulled the big rifle down out of recoil, centered my sights, and swung with the bullet and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.

I pulled the big rifle down out of recoil, centered my sights, and swung with the bullet and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.

I pulled the big rifle down out of recoil, centered my sights, and swung with the bullet and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.

I pulled the big rifle down out of recoil, centered my sights, and swung with the bullet and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.

I pulled the big rifle down out of recoil, centered my sights, and swung with the bullet and I told him to shoot. He was facing slightly away from us, with all the heart and lung area exposed.

"The .458 Winchester bullet went into the lungs, and I gave him a .416 in the lungs for good measure. He then crashed off into the bush for about 100 yards. I went up where he had gone in, saw tracks and blood trail, and thought to myself, 'give him a half hour and then follow.' With this thought, I turned around, putting on the safety on my .416, and started to walk back and sit down for a smoke. Then the boys yelled. When I turned, the bull came out at me from about 15 yards. I swung and aimed at the very easy shot—easy because he came level in a slight depression. John told me he thought he would go 40 to 42" spread and had a good curl, so I elected to take him.

We slipped up to a low pile of rocks, just 63 yards from the great bull. He did not know we were near, and was feeding broadside to us. Resting my elbows on my knees, I carefully fitted the head into the bottom of the wide-angle V sight back sight on my .476 Westley Richards and moved it up to the spinal column, and penetrated on into the heart, but this Kynoch solid broke up and mushroomed, though the core held.
LETS HUNT HAWAII
(Continued from page 18)

westward over the narrow but paved saddle road which traverses the Island of Hawaii. Near the edge of the gigantic 1955 lava flow at the Humpa-ula Sheep Camp, part of the fabulous Parker domain, we cut northward off the pavement and for some fifteen miles, followed rutted trails through flour-thin lava cinders toward the summit of extinct Mauna Kea, the highest peak in the Pacific, often snow-capped at 13,885 feet.

As we searched along the mountain side, Slim yelled over the seat to Mahoney, "What weapons did you bring, Jock? Nothing bigger than .30 caliber, I hope." Mahoney shot a look at the wild country around us, "I brought a 270 Remington," he said; "but from the size of this country, maybe I should've put on a scope."

Slim's answer was reassuring, "Don't worry about scopes. We'll put you so close to those boogers you can reach out and pull their tails."

Nevertheless, my own Savage was scope-mounted—a Weaver KV in Williams offset mounts—and I was glad of it. It meant a few extra ounces to carry, but—every man to his own poison.

We spent the night in a neat one-room frame hut just inside the Hunting Preserve, where gun talk and gin rummy kept us going until late that night. Shortly before daylight, it was Dick Woodworth, Hawaii Game Chief, who rolled all of us out of the sacks. To our surprise, he had flown over to be with us a couple of days prior to a game counting expedition throughout Hawaii.

Our party, now consisting of Holt, Yamamoto, Woodworth, Mahoney, and myself, piled into Slim Holt's Jeep station wagon. We skirted the cinder slopes to our hunting grounds known as the Kahiuhina (the flat land). Why it's called the flat land, I'll never know; it's about as flat as the west face of Mt. McKinley. But it is in this area that the sheep and goats go back and forth from the east-west sides of Mauna Kea. Slim painted the general region with his hand, saying "Somewhere within two or three hundred yards we will find our sheep. Let's go afoot from here." I hoped he was right about the distance. At that near-10,000-foot level, the thin air makes hard climbing seem more strenuous.

But he was right, guns were still being hauled out from the Jeep when Yamamoto spotted three ewes walking westward across the loose cinders. Mahoney hurriedly checked his rifle after uncasing it, and loaded it with Remington 130 grain P.S.P.C.L. Ammo. He stuffed a dozen extra cartridges into his light wool vest, hurriedly checked his rifle after uncasing it, and loaded it with Remington 130 grain P.S.P.C.L. Ammo. He stuffed a dozen extra cartridges into his light wool vest (Continued from page 54)
Use the Spotting Scope
Champions Prefer...

the BALscope

Choice of champions for over 25 years, you'll see more BALscopes at championship matches than all other scopes combined...and for good reasons.

Specially designed for target shooters, the BALscope gives the big, brilliant image you need. Also, with exclusive Adjusta-Prism focusing, you can make more accurate corrections, faster. There's no eyestrain to cause fatigue even after hours of use day after day on the line... and, with positive seal against moisture and dust, the BALscope stays in competition anywhere...in any weather.

See for yourself how this choice of champions can help improve your scores. 60 mm BALscope with choice of 15X, 20X, 30X, or 60X interchangeable eyepieces, $115 or $12 down on Time Payment Plan.

FREE BOOK! Write for your copy of "The Telescope" (G-36), 48 pages of valuable information on telescopes and how you can get more pleasure from shooting with a BALscope. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester 2, New York.
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HOLSTER AND BUSCADERO BELT

ADJUSTABLE FOR ALL WAIST SIZES

DESIGNED FOR
- RUGER
- COLT SCOUT
- RANGER
- HAHN “45”


$4.95 each

STOCK NO. 107

A GENUINE Ruff’n Ready PRODUCT

Send for Free Literature:
- Quick Draw Holsters
- Sword Fish Harness
- Snae On Holsters
- Fishing Butt Rest
- Fishing Aprons
- Duck Strap
- Cartridge Box
- Gun Gags
- Rifle Slings

AS&M CO., 701 E. GAGE AVE., LOS ANGELES 1, CALIF.

Order Today!

The finest hunting knife ever made send cash, check, or money order. $1. For all C.O.D.

Add 4% tax, Calif. res. add 4% ST. Tax. 100% satisfaction guaranteed.

Jobber dealer inquiries invited

Original “G” Knife Co.

504 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles 68, Calif., Dept. G-11

$4.95 each

STOCK NO. 107

A GENUINE Ruff’n Ready PRODUCT

AS&M CO.

Unbreakable

“G” KNIFE INCLUDING SHEATH

Now available for the first time the famous “G” Knife. Perfect for hunters . . . . farmers . . . hunters. Modern adaptation of the knife long proven outstanding by Canadian guides and trappers of the 1800’s. Double edged knife is made of the finest specially casted unbreakable carbon transition steel. Knife is factory-precision honed with an edge in the same favorite series. The handle comes in Black and Silver finishes. One-piece handle will not rot or loosen. Precisely sold to each custom order to exclude each user. Guaranteed for life.

$8.95

Order Today!

For the finest hunting knife ever made send cash, check, or money order. $1. For all C.O.D. Calif. res. add 4% ST. Tax. 100% satisfaction guaranteed.

Jobber dealer inquiries invited

Original “G” Knife Co.

504 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles 68, Calif., Dept. G-11

hand shot I’ve ever witnessed. The poten t130 grain slug had ripped cleanly through the buck’s neck, killing him instantly.

My own sleek kill was far less spectacular. My .300 topped a smaller buck (we guessed his weight at 175 pounds) about an hour later that afternoon. The 130 S.F.C.L. made one shot into the chest cavity an effective kill.

The following day was spent hog hunting on the opposite side of the volcanos. We counted over 125 wild hogs in just three hours one morning, all of them within this easy piggin’ distance with a .30-30. The largest shot would tip the scales around 150 pounds, but they weren’t what Mahoney and I were looking for. We had decided beforehand that if we would get a trophy boar or keep coming back until we did. Some of the Mauna Kea taskers weigh three to four hundred pounds, with fantastic three-quarter moon tusks.

The wild hog population is an example of the fine Hawaiian game management, by Game Department Chief Dick Woodworth, under the watchful eye of C. Eric Reppun, President of the Board of Commissioners of Agriculture and Forestry. Woodworth has managed the Island wildlife superbly for maximum benefit. To my amazement, I learned that Hawaii with only 6,500 square miles in the whole “leet” of islands, has more managed shooting ground open to the public than 35 of our mainland States. There are estimated to be over 100,000 parkers throughout the Islands, with a majority of them on the big island of Hawaii.

We didn’t get the tuskers we wanted, simply because we were so choosy about really fine trophies. We could have shot a dozen each of nearly thirty hogs, but I knew from past experience that the big ones were there, and we weren’t hungry. After all, failing to get the big tusher gives us an excuse to go back—and I’m going.

The wild goat hunting of the Big Isle, and the deer hunting in the mesquite country of Molokai, and the chuckar, pheasant, and quail sports for the upland gunner are just as lush, just as thrilling as the wild sheep and boar hunting. We were in silt shot position of literally hundreds of chuckar and pheasant. We could have killed them with slingshots.

The wonderful part of hunting in Hawaii is that there is a big game hunting the year around. The birds are the only game on which there is a closed season.

The Hawaiian Game Department has done a masterful job of making Hawaii a hunter’s haven when you consider the amazing fact that there are no indigenous birds or animals in the eight islands. The goats and pigs were brought in by Captain Cook in
No. of Hunters Est. Kill

OPENING DAYS

Pheasants •..• : .•.•• 114,110 •.••••••••• 1,148,550 Grouse •...•.....•.. Oct. 3

Quail ..••.•.... " 58,389........... 350,334 Pheasants & Quail .... Oct. 24

Grouse. • . . •• ••• ••••••• •• •• 44,190 Waterfowl season is concurrent

Waterfowl ••• ' : 56,206 "

NON · RESIDENT FEE •.••• $15.00

Nebraska doesn't discriminate 'between usi·· I

Dept. ·-

j,

State Capitol Bldg. 

or upland bird hunting.

So there you have it. If you want to hunt in Paradise, grab your gun and run, don't walk, to the nearest airline counter. Hawaii, our newest state, is it. You will be welcomed by a friendly, smiling, pleasure loving people who will show you shooting sport the like of which does not exist in many places—and all at a fraction of the cost of, say, an African Safari.

And where in Africa can you add to your hunt for extra-curricular luxury of a day "on the beach at Waikiki?"

ELMER KEITH SAYS

(Continued from page 6)

arms, due to their lack of killing power on so much of our tougher small game such as jack rabbits and big grouse; but in the new Winchester cartridge we now have a .22 rim fire that will do the business if at all well placed. Due to its being safe with six rounds in the cylinder, its simultaneous ejection of six empties, and the ease of reloading as compared with the clips of auto pistols, its fine adjustable hunting sights and clean trigger pull, place this Model K Smith & Wesson .22 WRF Magnum at the top of the list as a hunting handgun.

Austrian Claw Mounts for American Rifles

The old German and Austrian claw-type scope mount was in use many years before we, in America, ever developed either a hunting scope or mount. Among the first successful ones of ours that I tested and used on big game was the old Noske scope and mount, and later the little Weaver Grasshopper mount. Good, sturdy, reliable German claw-type mounts had long been available in America on Mauser rifles, however. The only flies in the ointment were high cost and also high mounts, as a rule, so that the open iron sights could be seen under the scope. The very high mounted scopes defeated their purpose, as you could not hold hard and steady your cheek on the stock with such a high mounted scope.

Just the same, I have guided hunters who habitually carried their Mausers in one hand, using the high mounted scope as a handle for the rifle a good part of the time, and have seen those mounts and scopes take an awful beating and still replace accurately and stay in accurate adjustment. They were and are among the most reliable of all quick detachable mounts, if made by the better European makers and properly fitted. Many fine Mausers were partly ruined by having the front base dovetailed in the top of the receiver ring. Yet for over 50 years these German
claw-type mounts have been standard over most of Europe and Asia. So, in spite of American criticism, they have their good points. We found out during two world wars that the Germans could shoot, and many used this type of scope mounting on their sniper rifles.

I never did like carrying a scope sighted rifle in a saddle scabbard, and usually wound up carrying the rifle across my arm even when spending all day in the saddle, to be sure the rifle received no hard knocks that could put the scope out of alignment. The place for a scope on a horse is in a belt scabbard or case, or carrying the rifle with iron sights in the scabbard. However, one must then have a truly reliable detachable mount that will go on and off in seconds and replace accurately; and, over the years, no one has evolved a much faster combination than the German and Austrian claw-type mount, for both speed of detachment and replacement, and accuracy of replacement. I have carried my rifle fitted with a non-detachable Oneil-Hopkins mount in saddle scabbards with no change in point of impact, but most of the other mounts have come to grief under my observation over the years of big game guiding. The old Turner mount did very well, as it was so spring loaded that the spring tension cushioned most of the blows, but even it could soon wear holes in the scope tube and cause some change.

I still like auxiliary iron sights on a scope sighted rifle. Any good open sight will do that is zeroed in for a given range. Then, in case of bad rain or wet snow, when the scope is virtually useless, you have something to fall back on.

The main objection to the German claw-

(Continued on page 61)
THE

In-built Streamline MUZZLE BRAKE

MUZZLE BRAKE

The one and only STREAMLINE Anti-recoil Gun barrel. The muzzle brake that is precisely manufactured into your rifle barrel, avoiding unsightly hang-overs. Controlled escape for highest kinetic braking, minimum blast effect and jumpy elimination. All that prevents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guaranteed Workmanship. FOLDER. Dealer discounts.

NEW METHOD MFG. CO.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP

2379 Burrard S'. Vancouver 9, B. C.

FOLDER. Dealer discounts.

Controlled escape for highest kinetic braking, minimum jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guaranteed Workman...
WITH Guns

PISTOL SHOOTER'S AD, a clamp and the "Wespin" attaches to trigger guards to give trigger finger control. Clamp attaches to lower portion of trigger guard and Wespin to clamp, providing a surface upon which pad of the first joint of the trigger finger rests when firing weapon. New fulcrum or supporting point allows for development of direct pressure upon the trigger thru application of a direct push back on the trigger. Wespin and clamp fits both revolver and rifles with narrow edged trigger guards. Also fits on Colt 32 and 15 cal. automatic. Can be positioned in a moment. Weighs less than an ounce. Present models may be obtained in either bright chrome for $3.95 or a satin chrome for $4.95. Advise on trigger guard width and make weapon. Makers are Wespin, Inc., Box 41092C, Los Angeles, Calif.

WEAPONS, INC.

GUN BOOKS
OVER 175 IN STOCK
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
JACK FIRST
Box 542-G
Lancaster, California

SMALLEST TRANSISTOR RADIO is a fine companion to sportsman in the field and at home. Fully powered with three transistors. Complete AM broadcast band coverage. Built-in Ferrie Rod Antenna. Entertainment without arousing the woods while waiting for the game to pass by. Complete with earphone and gift box. Priced at $11.95, postage paid, for complete unit. Send check or money order to The Portman Company, 1231 Loyola Ave., Chicago 26, Ill.

INLETTING & BOTTOMING CHISELS
A handy set of 8 chisels, gauges and V tools that every gunsmith should own. They save time and trouble...are perfect for inletting and bottoming on rifle and shotgun stocks. Made by skilled craftsmen of Best German Steel, ground sharp...require little honing to give keen edge for lifetime service. All spoon shaped, the best type for all around intricate work. Round Handles. Complete set 8 tools only $14.70.

NEW FROM RCBS JUNIOR RELOADING TOOL
ONLY $3.15
(with removable head shell and primer arm)
• Designed for greater resistance to spring.
• Optimal down or up stroke.
• Removable shell holder is standard equipment.
• Price also includes primer arm with flat spring.

FASTIME CO.
1761 lawful Ave. New York 35, N.Y.

OWN BERETTA WORLD'S FINEST POCKET PISTOL
Featherweight 7 Shot $350.00

OWN BERETTA WORLD'S FINEST POCKET PISTOL
Featherweight 7 Shot $350.00

WEAPONS, INC. 11229 Washington Blvd., Culver City 91, Calif.

GUN HOLSTERS
GUN BELTS
Tandy's Got 'em

Tandy's holster gun belts
Tandy has patterns to fit almost every gun made. Every pattern is designed by experts. Save money on "ready-to-wear" holsters that have been bulk produced. Tandy holsters are custom designed for each gun. Send check to Tandy Leather Co., 791 E. Commerce St., Fort Worth, Texas.

NEW... from STITH!

"PULL BUTTON" SLING SWIVEL
JUST PULL THE BUTTON
The best Q.D. Swivel you'll ever own! Strong 1-piece machined from solid Alcoa 75-16. Natural color, satin finish. 1" size only.

STITH MOUNTS
1676 E. Commerce San Antonio, Texas

LEARN TO SHOOT STRAIGHT...SAFELY
with a DETROIT BULLET TRAP
With a Detroit Bullet Trap you can practice any time in your own basement, garage or yard. Exclusive design, lead trap clean. A model to suit your needs.

TANDY LEATHER CO.
250 W. 35th Street New York 1, N. Y.

DELIUS .22 CAL. REVOLVER
only $139.50

DELUXE .22 CAL. REVOLVER

EXCLUSIVE IMPORTER
FRANK MITTERMEIER

EMERSON RECHARGEABLE K31 

SPECIFY CALIBER

Smith & Wesson and Colt Revolvers

GODFRI IMPORT ASSOCIATES, Inc.
33 W. Harrison St., Dept. GMII Chicago 5, Ill.
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SPECIAL BONUS OFFER!

Free

RED BOOK OF USED GUN VALUES
The Price Handbook for Gun Enthusiasts!
- How to get the most for your money when you trade-in your firearms
- How to be an expert bargain hunter in the used gun market
- What to look for in used firearms
- Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500 famous name guns

SAVE $4
You get 14 issues of GUNS, plus the Red Book of Used Gun Values...a $9.00 Value...all for $5.00

GUNS is a different kind of magazine. No expense has been spared to make GUNS the finest magazine on the subject ever published. You'll enjoy page after page of large dramatic photographs showing you just how different guns work. You'll get the ideas, techniques and secrets of the experts in factual articles written by the world's foremost authorities. We urge you to take advantage of this limited time offer now! Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

Brand new
Enlarged
Edition
$2.00 Value

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
You take no risk! If GUNS isn't everything we say it is, just tell us. We'll immediately refund your money and you may keep the Red Book for your trouble. Mail the coupon today while this limited offer lasts!

This coupon worth $4.00 if mailed before November 1st

GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Avenue
Skokie, Illinois 60077

Start my subscription to GUNS immediately. Enclosed find $5.00 for 14 issues PLUS the Red Book of Used Gun Values. If I'm not completely satisfied you'll refund my money and I can keep the Red Book.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City and State _____________________
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type mounts over the years has been their usual high mounting. Now the firm of Frank & Walter Klepis import and market an excellent German claw-type mount of the low type for all scopes. Their address is Rose­dale, N. Y. This low mount, made by Heym of Germany, is of all steel construction, well and carefully made and fitted, and drilled and furnished with screws to fit most of our modern bolt action rifles. These include Heym, F.N. Mausers, Sako, Husqvarna, Winchester Models 25 and 35, and Remington Models 772 and 740. No doubt they can be fitted easily to many other rifles. Over the years, I have had many inquiries for this type of scope mounting but none have been available short of Europe. This new Heym mount should fill the bill.

Low mounting is accomplished by reversing the usual procedure. Where the old claw-type mounts usually carried the slide valve lock in the rear mount, these new Heym mounts carry it in the front mount, allowing the scope to be unlocked by pulling back on the slide and releasing the front mount first, so the ocular lens of the scope can tip downward over the grip of the stock in removing the scope.

Now that the high mounting objection to this mount has been removed, I look for them to become quite popular in this country. The rear mount base contains windage adjustment to help in aligning the scope on the rifle. This is accomplished by opposing screws, the same as on Redfield, Buehler, and other top mounts. The new mounts can be installed by anyone in a few minutes, and do not entail any stock or metal cuts. Merely screw the bases to the rifle with four screws, two to each mount.

The mounts are well finished and seem to be a precision fit of rings and bases. The top half of the rings can be removed for installation of scope and then clamped with two screws to each side. A better arrangement here would have been a hinge on one side and two clamp screws on the other, but their arrangement makes it easy to shim the rings, for a perfect tight fit, when and if necessary, with smaller scopes.

I like this mount and intend trying it on a Winchester .332 Magnum. The combined unit, made of steel, weighs 5½ ounces; any attempt to use aluminum would probably entail wear of male and female claws and result in inaccuracy of replacement. I would rather have a little more weight in a scope mount and be sure of its staying in perfect adjustment, regardless of how often the scope is removed and replaced. The bases are ample low to permit use of good open barrel sights.

**Silicote Spray and Gun Cloth**

For years, we have protected all kinds of guns by wiping them off externally with an oil impregnated cloth or chamois. While it has been effective, it is also heavy, and gun stocks are always covered with a lot of oil that discolours them and does them no good.

Just recently, we have been testing a new Silicote spray and Gun Cloth put out by The Silicote Corp., Oshkosh, Wis. This is by far the finest external gun protection we have yet tested. Guns sprayed with this can be taken out in the rain and beads of water will stand up all over the piece, and will dry off without starting rust. It seems to make
all metal surfaces impervious to moisture or rusting. How long it will last I am not prepared to say, but am sure the silicote coating stands up far better than any oil I have used. It seems to do the same job as heavy grease, but is not greasy and messy. Guns treated with it will not even soil the clothes. It comes in very handy spray cans at $0.98.

This silicote coating seems also to lubricate and reduce wear on moving parts. I am very enthusiastic about it and believe all gun owners as well as gun dealers should keep a can on hand.

The Silicote Gun Cloth is of ample size for wiping finger prints, dust, etc., from firearms. Rubbing or just wiping off a firearm of any kind with this cloth imparts a very high polish to both metal and wood and does no harm to either. They seem impervious to so many frying foods. My old oil-soaked chamois and cloths now go in the discard, as this new method is far superior.

Bullet moulds cast easier and drop their bullets better when sprayed with this silicote gun spray. I even used it on some squeaky door hinges with excellent results. As the spray gets into the hard-to-reach places.

Rifle scope lenses may also be wiped off with the Silicone Gun Cloth and it imparts a water proof finish that does not affect their optical qualities in the slightest. All this product needs is a fast test by any gun crank to make him a steady user.

It comes in very handy spray cans at 35c, 3.25, 2.50, 1.50, and 1.00. All COD Orders. Free Instructions Free with First Order.

Write to

JOHNSON RIFLE BARRELS
4165 Beach Ave., San Diego, Calif.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, Cal.


clear scope caps

Protects your scope. Insures clear sighting visibility under the most adverse weather or hunting conditions. Non-fogging, distortion-free optic lenses. Clear, and long-lasting for a successful hunt. Choice of over 150,000 hunters. Available in a wide range of styles. When ordering, please state brand, power & model of scope. Only $2.25 ea.

For fitting leather $0.45 each. Conventional leather scope cover $3.00.

SEND NOW TO MEME, IF IT'S A PISTOL OR RIFLE, FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.

BEACH-TYPE FOLDING FRONT SIGHTS . . . NEW, $2.10 ppd.

LARGE IVORY BEAD SHOTGUN FRONT SIGHTS
Improves hits. Special 4 beads for $1.00.

H&R "Leenheerak semi-auto. model 120, 131, 165 & 65 .22 cal. magazines, 2 shot. $1.75 ea., 2 for $2.95.

AUTHORS WANTED
BY N. Y. PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed. Send for free booklet. N.E. Vantage Press, 120 W. 31 St., New York 1.

EDWARD H. BOHLIN
Original Designer of the "CUNSLINCER" Holsters
Those Belts and Holsters have No Equal for Super-Fast Drawing

Hoisters are so constructed that the gun handle has ample clearance from the belt and the cylinder spins freely in the holster while drawing. Belts are shaped to make holsters "hang low," same as the ones with a long drop in the belt or long shanked holsters. Made from heavy strap (shown above) Tan $26.75 single thickness best quality saddle leather. They fit extremely well and equal for super-fast drawing.

Holsters are so constructed that the belt and holster are made from heavy strap (shown above) best quality saddle leather. They fit extremely well and equal for super-fast drawing.

SOLID STEEL-

ALMOST NON-BREAKABLE

Nonshrinkable stainless steel and brass. 12½" long to loop handle. Hip Thong for standard ctt. with jumprings. Durable, strong, and in use over 15 years. Available as all-metal or covered. Other outside sizes sharp, sharpened, and for use as ctt. and! in the hard-to-reach places.

SOLID STEEL FOLDING FRONT SIGHTS

For .22 and fancy grips also available. The Johnson Gun Cloth is of ample size for wiping finger prints, dust, etc., from firearms. Rubbing or just wiping off a firearm of any kind with this cloth imparts a very high polish to both metal and wood and does no harm to either. They seem impervious to so many frying foods. My old oil-soaked chamois and cloths now go in the discard, as this new method is far superior.

Bullet moulds cast easier and drop their bullets better when sprayed with this silicote gun spray. I even used it on some squeaky door hinges with excellent results. As the spray gets into the hard-to-reach places.

Rifle scope lenses may also be wiped off with the Silicone Gun Cloth and it imparts a water proof finish that does not affect their optical qualities in the slightest. All this product needs is a fast test by any gun crank to make him a steady user.

It comes in very handy spray cans at 35c, 3.25, 2.50, 1.50, and 1.00. All COD Orders. Free Instructions Free with First Order.

Write to

JOHNSON RIFLE BARRELS
4165 Beach Ave., San Diego, Calif.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, Cal.
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AUTHORS WANTED
BY N. Y. PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly and religious works, etc. New authors welcomed. Send for free booklet. N.E. Vantage Press, 120 W. 31 St., New York 1.
LOOK HERE!!

New Remington "Targetmaster" Model 41 barrels & floor plates: $8.50 plus 40¢ post.

COLT SERVICE ACE & 22/45
conversion unit magazines of early manufacture. $4.49 ea.

1917
NEW SERVICE
Special target chambered triggers, brand new. New Remington "Targetmaster" Model 41 barrels, $4.60; carriers, 83.75. Original-Stevens Favorite 1915.

MAGAZINES

STEVE'S $3 PISTOL
New hammers, .225 main spring, $4.79; firing pin, Stevens Favorite 1915 - .22 extractors.

COLD 22 LIGHTING PUMP
Bronze feed blocks & alloy carriers, $1.75. Original and new. Write wants on other Colt parts and shotgun parts.

$43,000.00 PAID
IN LAST FER MOS.

HOODED FRONT SIGHT & RAMP
All parts, except no powder. $4.95 plus 60¢ post.

Lyman 57 A Rear SIGHTS
SAVE ALMOST 50% - NEW $4.50

SAVE $8.25 in lots of 75
50 Cal.
brushes for cleaning. The extra size makes clean, for best results. For standard rock, Long Lasting, 25 brushes $1.75; 75 brushes $3.00.

ANOTHER NUMRICH SUPER SPECIAL HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET .22 BARRELS

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS, for use in air barrel guns. Available in the 500 series. 22's, 225's, 251's, .38's, .30's, .44's, .45's, .50's. Full line of barrel and sights, at wholesale prices. Write for fancy.

INUNSTANT GUN BLU

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREL BLANKS

Hoodee Target Front Sights
emple in all U. S. Carbine stocks, includes adjustable for elevation and windage. New, installed.

COLD RIFLE RAMPS
Universal size, complete with sight. Fast and easy to install, surface area maximized at $9.50 value, only 1.799 ea. or 2 for $1.75 each.

NURIMCH ARMS CO. WEST HURLEY 1, NEW YORK

SWEET SHOTGUN BEADS

ASTOUNDING!

CLOSE OUT 16-20 Ga.
ADJUSTABLE RECOIL REDUCER

RIOT!

COLD 22 LIGHTING PUMP

REMINGTON 500 SERIES

22 calibers, magazines, $ shot. New. Only $1.00 ea., 2 for $1.75, 3 for $2.95.

NOW - SPECIAL PRICE!
SPRINGFIELD & BLADE SCREW EASERS AS I9A3

WINCHESTER 73 EXTRACTORS

 U. S. CARBINE MAGAZINES

SMITH & WESSON 35. CAL.

ENSIONFIELD & P-14 STOCKS

Satisfaction always guaranteed
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GUNSMITHING

DRILLINGS (THREE Barreled Guns), reftined to Amer­
ican standard pattern, fitted to suit purpose, hand job work 100%, Guaranteed, Wm. Frank, Gun Shop, 214 S. Washington, Oakland, Michigan.

GUN SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per


INDIAN RELICS


WANTED

WANT MORTALLY marked Colt Detective Special, 25-

caliber, with paper cartons, etc. 30 06 Enfield rifle, never used, offer to mail. Frank LeFleur, 403 23rd Ave., Rockford, Illinois.

GUN SMITHING

REPAIRS

Keep your firearms in top condition. A 3 piece rod

box (Deluxe) or substantial steel tote box (Utility). Available at sporting goods and

sport shops.

Pocket Cleaner

Samba pockets quickly, carefully, for use in any gun. Pocket cleaner designed for

any pocket or hand gun. Sold in thousands globally. 1 3/4" x 5" Imprinted pockets, for
large or small primers.

THE GUN MARKET

monthly magazine for gun collectors, entertainers, and information, fascinating. $4.00 year.

28-337 114 Gr. H.P. Vol. to 1923 Pair P.B. $8.95 per 100. P.B. to 1926 Pair P.B. $10.10 per 100. Looks Data furnished with gun. Numbers paid out. $20.00 pair P.B. to 1926 pair P.B. No points, prices

$2.00, Bryan, 1101 E. 17th St., Philadelphia 5, Pa.

FLYING SQUIRRELS. Wonderful peq., Literature, prices and pictures 1c. Greenes, 906 North Monroe St., Arling­

ton, Illinois.

HUSBANDER BELTS. holsters, holsters, mounted 'Long­

Range' guns. Western Print Co., Box 765, Laredo, Texas.

REWARD POSTERS—rare, authentic specimens. 1.00, 1

pair P.B. to 1923 Pair P.B. $1.00 pair P.B. to 1926 pair P.B. $1.00 -COLUMBUS 8, Ohio.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Direct Prices! Jas. Co., Box 1355 Wichita, Kansas.

ARMS DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL GIFT TO ALL GOOD SPORTS

Santos' Special Gift to

Hoppie's famous Gun Cleaning Outfit contains everything a hunter needs to keep

prized guns in top condition. A 3 piece rod with nylon bristle brush, Hoppie's No. 9

Santos' Special Gift to

Santos' Special Gift to

Santos' Special Gift to

the "Hoppie" Guide to Gun Cleaning" are enclosed in a sturdy redwood box (Deluxe) or substantial steel tote box (Utility). Available at sporting goods and

stores. If your dealer can't supply you, order by mail direct. Mention rifle or shotgun size. Deluxe $3.75 or Utility $3.00. Allow ten days delivery. Add 25c postage.
THE GREAT ARMS RACE

By Hanson W. Baldwin
(Frederick Praeger, N.Y., $8.95)

Hasson Baldwin, military editor of the New York Times, compares U.S. and Soviet armed power today. Technically, he does not add much to existing published information. Much of the book is composed of discussion of the missile and rocketry field. But what is here is written in grim terms. Baldwin does not list much dope on Soviet materiel, but what he has is interesting and the book is worth reading for the armsman who wants to get a footing in this complex field of understanding, where missiles and devastating power potentia take the place of the old familiar Krupp or Vickers arms races of yesteryear.—WBE

GERMAN ARMS & UNIFORMS

1841-1918.

Major James E. Hicks
(James E. Hicks & Son, 4704 Vineta Ave., LaCanada, Calif., $6.00)

The present work is a revision of Major Hicks' earlier and long out of print "Notes on German Ordnance," with the addition of some 35 plates showing uniforms and insignia of the German armies from 1856 to 1914. The book contains many extracts in facsimile of reports from German and Allied sources during 1917-1918. The reader should not expect to find a comprehensive study of all the weapons and equipment in use during the period; instead, the author has chosen to spotlight certain materiel—particularly trench warfare and artillery weapons—at the expense of other materiel that is well covered.

(Continued on page 66)
Gunblast Damage to Your Hearing
ELIMINATED ENTIRELY with . . .

Lee Sonic EAR-VALVS

They stop flinching — and IMPROVE SCORING by automatically controlling harmful gunblast noise. Acclaimed by champion shooters and recom-

mended by Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful noise. They are NOT Ear Plugs — you hear normally without removing from ears. $3.95 a pr.

send for FREE Medical Proof and Literature. Order TODAY or write for Free Medical Proof and Literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY

1481 Vine St., Dept. K, Los Angeles 28, California

German Army Postmasters
Censor Stamp
$3.00 Postpaid

The official postal inspection stamp of the German Wehrmacht. Give your corre-

spondence and mail something distinctive and different.

MANUAL

German Mine Warfare Equip. TM 5-223C, All mines, booby traps, ass't personnel charges fully shown. 320 pages of numerous illustrations. Complete, this publication was printed in 1952.

$5.00 Post Paid

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

DEUTSCHLAND ORDNANCE CO.

1122 Hughes Ave. SANTA ROSA, CALIF.

FREE HANDLOADING BOOKLET!

Now C-H handbook shows you how to make your own ammunition and how to start . . . right! Packed with valuable information and tips reloaders should know, this beautiful booklet can be yours absolutely free. Attach coupon to postcard and mail now!

MAIL COUPON

C-H DIE CO., Dept. G-11
P. O. BOX 3284, Terminal Annex
Los Angeles 24, California

Please rush me FREE booklet!

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

The name of my sporting goods dealer or gun-

smith is


MORE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES! . . . PRICED LOWER THAN ANY OTHER OF ITS KIND!

ECHO Model "C" Loading Tool

ONLY

$22.50

complete with

1 ECHO primer arm and

1 ECHO shell holder head

Check these top quality features:

• Both up and down stroke in one tool
• Only reloading tool with "threaded-at" removable shell holder head
• Built-in snap catch for cross pin
• Primer arm spring permanently attached

Get this top value buy at your dealer today or write to:

E. C. HERKNER CO.

P. O. Box 5007 . 4407 Plum St.
Boise, Idaho

HANDSOME LEATHER SHELL TOTE CASE A PERFECT GIFT!

TOTEM PRODUCT

Make any gun owner happy . . . different, finest quality leather case and handle 8 ½" x 4 ½" x 3 ½". Holds two boxes of shells for field hunting, trap, skeet or duck shooting. Adjustable shoulder strap, brass snap fastener. High quality ideal gift or club prize.

$10.00 Post Paid Tax included.

In Ohio add 30 cents sales tax.

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Send check or money order with coupon to Totem Products, Box 181, Sylvania, Ohio.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
NEW

HI-STANDARD
DOUBLE-NINE

FASTEST
FIRING! EJECTING! RELOADING!
... of any Western-type revolver

Faster than any other Western-style handgun because it fires 9 shots both double and single action.
• Only the Double-Nine has single-stroke multiple ejection for faster reloading — plus the safety of rebounding hammer with automatic safety block
• Select high-tensile steel barrel and 9-shot swing-out cylinder
• Superbly engineered modern action of unsurpassed smoothness already proof-tested in thousands of Hi-Standard's famous Sentinel revolvers
• Handles all .22's magnificently — shorts, longs, long rifles — hi-speed and regular • Crisp, clean trigger pull • Movable square-notched rear sight • Full factory warranty

$44.00
blued finish
deluxe nickel $5.55 extra

dollar for dollar — and in every way — your biggest Western handgun buy!

See it at your dealer's, or write for full-color catalog.

THE HIGH STANDARD MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT
CARTRIDGES
For the price of 1
You can reload a whole carton for the cost of a few rounds of factory ammunition. And the cartridges you make are custom-fitted to your gun to give far better performance!

LYMAN AMMUNITION-MAKER KIT
The only kit anywhere that casts bullets and reloads ammunition. Contains mould in proved-performance bullet design for casting precision rifle or pistol bullets. Famous Ideal 310 Tool with bullet-sizing chamber and complete set of dies for reloading ammunition in your choice of 14 cartridges; lead ladle, loading block, powder charge scoop, and illustrated instruction manual. All the equipment you need to turn out superior ammunition while you save at least 75%! Most surprising of all, the Ammunition-Maker costs but $24.95!

LYMAN RELOADING HANDBOOK
Here's a low-cost way to become expert in this interesting hobby. Reloader's bible has ten big color sections that blanket every phase of shooting. Fascinating facts and data on reloading for rifles, pistols, shotguns; making your own bullets; muzzle loading; international shooting; National Rifle Association—truly a gold mine for every hunter as well as target shooter! Whether you're a beginner or expert, there are so many helpful facts packed into more than 300 pages of the Lyman Handbook that it's a must for you, $2.00 at your dealer, or sent direct postpaid.

HAND BOOK OF CAST BULLETS
Fresh off the press! The most authoritative and complete work ever published on bullets. Relates historical developments in an interesting manner. Gives complete details on "How to Cast Precision Bullets." Plus complete data on hundreds of bullets of various designs, metals, lubricants, powders, bullet moulds, etc. Belongs in the library of everyone interested in firearms. Printed in color, 155 pages, $2.00 at your dealer, or sent direct postpaid.

Learn about Reloading!
Learn about Bullets!

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION
Middlefield • Connecticut